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CHAPTER

1

Short Overview

1.1 What is DolphinNext?
DolphinNext is an intuitive web interface designed to simplify pipeline design, development and maintenance which
allows to analyze and manage large numbers of samples on High Performance Computing (HPC) environments, cloud
services or on a personal workstations. It automatically builds Nextflow, pipelines by assembling components such as
process or modules.

1.1.1 Benefits of the design
• Build: Easily create new pipelines using a drag and drop interface. No need to write commands from scratch,
instead reuse existing processes/modules to create new pipelines. Pipelines can be exported as NextFlow files
or readily run within DolphinNext.
• Run: Execute pipelines in any host environment with different executors such as SGE, LSF, SLURM, Ignite etc.
Seamless Amazon/Google Cloud integration to create a cluster in the cloud, execute the pipeline and transfer
the results to the cloud storage service (Amazon Storage, S3 or Google Storage, GS).
• Resume: A continuous checkpoint mechanism keeps track of each step of the running pipeline. Partially
completed pipelines can be resumed at any stage even after parameter changes.
• Analyze: Report section provides execution summary of each step and selected outputs which allows you to
analyze your data with interactive plots and custom R-Markdown reports.
• Improve: Revisioning system keeps track of pipelines and processes versions as well as their parameters. Edit,
improve shared pipelines and customize them according to your needs.
• Share: Share pipelines across different platforms. Isolate pipeline-specific dependencies in a container and
easily replicate the methods in other clusters.

1.1.2 What is Nextflow?
Nextflow, is an awesome framework based on the dataflow programming model used for building parallelized, scalable
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and reproducible workflows using software containers. It provides an abstraction layer between the execution and the
logic of the pipeline, which means that the same pipeline code can be executed on multiple platforms.

1.2 Who is DolphinNext for?
DolphinNext is designed for a wide variety of users, from bench biologists to expert bioinformaticians.
• Executing pipelines requires no programming knowledge and our aim is to create comprehensive explaninations to direct users before executing their pipeline. After run completes, we provide overall execution summary
of each step which gathers all of the samples in simple tables or interactive plots for ultimate comparison.
• Building pipelines requires basic scripting knowledge, and familiarization with nextflow to be effectively use
its operators. You don’t need to learn all of the nextflow syntax, instead you can easily focus on the processes
where basic input and output nodes are defined. The rest is handled by Dolphinnext (e.g. creating and linking
the channels, etc.)

1.3 Why not just write a Nextflow pipeline?
In many cases, building a static nextflow pipeline is sufficient for our goals. However, it is hard to maintain the process
and module revisions in simple text editors. By the help of DolphinNext user interface, you can easily track the
evolution of each process and module by clicking their previous revisions. And when it comes to upgrading existing
pipelines, it’s much easy to update each process since all of the process related scripts are isolated in process circle and
you don’t need to deal with other parameters or channel operations which are defined in the other part of the nextflow
script. This modular structure gives us more flexibility and dynamism to create very complex pipelines with little
effort.
Moreover, we have a built-in form creator which dynamically updates the run page according to defined parameters
in the process. This tool become so powerfull when it comes to creating complex pipelines which has hundreds of
optional parameters. As seen at the figure below, you can easily isolate the process related parameters in their process
specific windows.

Finally, please check the short summary of Nextflow and DolphinNext features which briefly explains focus of the
DolphinNext.
4
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1.4 Public Pipelines
Here is the short summary of existing public pipelines which are ready to execute in your environment.
• RNA-Seq Pipelines (RSEM, HISAT, STAR, Tophat2)
• ATAC-Seq Pipeline
• ChIP Seq Pipeline
• Single Cell Pipelines (10X Genomics, Indrop)
• piRNA Pipelines (piPipes ChIP-Seq, Degradome/RAGE/CAGE, smallRNA)
• Sub Modules:
– Trimmer
– Adapter Removal
– Quality Filtering
– Common RNA Filtering
– ESAT
– FastQC,
– MultiQC
– RSeQC
– Picard
– IGV and UCSC genome browser file conversion

1.4. Public Pipelines
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Pipeline Examples

There are numerous publicly available pipelines and processes exist in DolphinNext website. In the main page, you
may click on Learn More button and investigate the pipelines you interested. In order to reach process details just
click settings button at the top of the process circles.

2.1 RNA-Seq Pipeline
• Github Repository for RNA-Seq Pipeline
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RNA-seq pipeline includes Quality Control, rRNA filtering, Genome Alignment using HISAT2, STAR and Tophat2,
and estimating gene and isoform expression levels by RSEM and featureCounts.
Steps:
1) For Quality Control, we use FastQC to create qc outputs. There are optional read quality filtering (trimmomatic), read quality trimming (trimmomatic), adapter removal (cutadapt) processes available.
2) Bowtie2/Bowtie/STAR is used to count or filter out and estimate the abundance of both standard and
predefined sets of genomic loci (e.g. rRNAs, miRNAs, tRNAs, piRNAs, snoRNAs, ERCC ).
3) RSEM is used to align RNA-Seq reads to a reference transcripts and estimates gene and isoform expression
levels.
4) HISAT2, STAR and Tophat2 is used to align RNA-Seq reads to a genome. Optional estimation of gene
and isoform expression levels could be done by featureCount.
5) If the user opted to perform genomic alignments the pipeline reports overall quality metrics such as coverage and the number of mapped reads to different genomic and transcriptomic regions These reports rely
on Picard’s CollectRNASeqMetrics program (Broad Institute, n.d.) and the RSeQC (Wang, Wang, and Li
2012) program.
6) Optionally you can create Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV) and Genome Browser Files (TDF and Bigwig, respectively)
7) The RNA-Seq pipeline returns a quantification matrix that includes the estimated counts, and transcript per
million (TPM) for each gene and for each annotated isoform. These matrices are the input to differential
gene expression analysis and can be uploaded directly to an embedded instance of our DEBrowser software
which allows interactive exploration of the resulting data (Kucukural et al. 2019).

2.2 ATAC-Seq and ChIP-Seq pipeline
• Github Repository for ATAC-seq Pipeline
• Github Repository for CHIP-seq Pipeline
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DolphinNext offers pipelines to process libraries for the processing of ChIP-Seq and ATAC-Seq data. These two
pipelines share most processes and only differ at very specific points. They also share all data preparation steps with
the RNA-Seq pipeline and indeed both rely on the very same processes for read filtering, read quality reporting and
alignment to desired genomic locations.
1) For Quality Control, we use FastQC to create qc outputs. There are optional read quality filtering (trimmomatic),
read quality trimming (trimmomatic), adapter removal (cutadapt) processes available.
2) Bowtie2/Bowtie/STAR is used to count or filter out and estimate the abundance of both standard and predefined
sets of genomic loci (e.g. rRNAs, miRNAs, tRNAs, piRNAs, snoRNAs, ERCC ).
3) A short read aligner Bowtie2 is used to align reads to a genome. (Langmead and Salzberg 2012). For large input
files such as those typically obtained from ATAC-Seq, alignments are speed up by splitting the files into smaller
chunks followed by parallel alignments of them.
4) The pipeline then allows users to estimate and remove PCR duplicates using Picard mark duplicates (Broad
Institute, n.d.) function and Samtools (H. Li et al. 2009) using merged alignments.
5) For ATAC-Seq specifically the pipeline calls accessible chromatin regions by estimating the the Tn5 transposase

2.2. ATAC-Seq and ChIP-Seq pipeline
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cut site by first positioning on the 9-th base upstream of the 5’ read end then extending by 29-bases downstream.
This extension process has been shown to more accurate reflect the exact position that was accessible to transposase (Donnard et al. 2018; Buenrostro et al. 2013). Once each read has been shortened, Peaks are called
identically in both the ChIP-Seq and ATAC-Seq using MACS2 (Zhang et al. 2008).
6) When processing several samples together, the ATAC and ChIP pipelines provide consensus peak calls by merging all peaks individually called in each samples using Bedtools (Quinlan and Hall 2010). The number of reads
in each peak location are then quantified using Bedtools (Quinlan and Hall 2010) coverage function.
7) As a result, ATAC-Seq and ChIP-Seq pipelines also generates a matrix that has the count values for each peak
region and samples. This matrix can be uploaded directly to the embedded version of DEBrowser (Kucukural
et al. 2019) to perform differential analysis or downloaded to perform other analysis.

2.3 10X scRNA-Seq Pipeline

• Download scRNA executable NF File.
• Download scRNA importable DN File.
The 10x scRNA-Seq pipeline involves demultiplexing, alignment, filtering, and UMI counting.
Steps:
1) Umitools (https://github.com/CGATOxford/UMI-tools) is used to extract valid reads by checking cell barcode
list. By default, input sequence, is found on only the R2 side of the reads are sent to split process.
2) Fastq files are then splitted by the desired number of reads in each chunk (eg. 2000000) in order to enhance the
speed of the alignment. Splitted fastq files are then aligned by STAR and merged by samtools.
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3) Next, a python script (countUniqueAlignedBarcodes_fromFile.py) counts the number of aligned reads from
each cell barcode and saves the counts to a file.
4) In the next step, a Python script (filter_lowCountBC_bam_print.py) uses the file produced in the previous step
to remove the reads in the bam files from cell barcodes with fewer than a predefined cutoff value of alignments
(eg. 3000) to reduce both memory requirements and output file sizes in the remaining steps.
5) ESAT then aligns exonic reads to annotated transcripts, uses the UMIs to remove PCR duplicates and creates a
UMI distributions table containing the number of reads aligned to each transcript for each cell for each UMI.
Then, a python script (cleanLowEndUmis.py) identifies singletons (UMIs from a transcript in a cell with only a
single alignment) and merges them with multi-count UMIs if they differ by only a single base in order to reduce
overcounting transcripts in high-expression genes and reduce noise in low-expression genes. This step produces
the final output matrix of genes x cells used for downstream analysis and visualization.
6) Finally, the summary metrics to describe sequencing quality and various characteristics of the detected cells are
reported such as the number of cells, the mean reads per cell, and the median genes detected per cell.
Outputs:
• UMI table: The output file (*_umiClean.txt) is tab separated Gene/Transcript vs Cell Barcode matrix filled with
count data as shown at below.
gene
RNF14
MZT2B
SPN

ATCAATCGCGAACCGA
0
0
12

ACCCTCAACTCAAACA
0
2
3

ACTCATACCCGGAAAT
0
8
4

2.4 piPipes
piPipes is a set of pipelines developed in the Zamore Lab and ZLab to analyze piRNA/transposon from different Next
Generation Sequencing libraries such as small RNA-seq, RNA-seq, Genome-seq, ChIP-seq, CAGE/Degradome-Seq.
Please see their Wiki pages (https://github.com/bowhan/piPipes/wiki) for the original content.
These pipelines are loaded to DolphinNext to facilitate their usage. An singularity image is provided (shub://UMMSBiocore/piPipes_singularity) where all the neccessary programs are installed to execute the piPipes.

2.4. piPipes
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About

DolphinNext is developed by the Bioinformatics Core at University of Massachusetts Medical School (UMMS).
This project is licensed under the GNU General Public License 3.0. The source code of DolphinNext is available at
https://github.com/UMMS-Biocore/dolphinnext and you can reach our website at https://dolphinnext.umassmed.edu/.

3.1 How To Cite Us
If you use DolphinNext in your research, please cite:
Yukselen, O., Turkyilmaz, O., Ozturk, A.R. et al. DolphinNext: a distributed data processing platform for high
throughput genomics. BMC Genomics 21, 310 (2020). https://doi.org/10.1186/s12864-020-6714-x
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How To Cite Us

If you use DolphinNext in your research, please cite:
Yukselen, O., Turkyilmaz, O., Ozturk, A.R. et al. DolphinNext: a distributed data processing platform for high
throughput genomics. BMC Genomics 21, 310 (2020). https://doi.org/10.1186/s12864-020-6714-x
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Support

UMMS Biocore, provides support for installations as well as commercial support for DolphinNext. Please contact
support@dolphinnext.com
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Quick Start Guide

6.1 Signing Up
This guide will walk you through how to start using DolphinNext pipelines. First off, you need to enter DolphinNext
web page: https://dolphinnext.umassmed.edu/ and click Sign Up or Sign in with Google buttons. You will be asked
to enter your institute information. An email will be sent to you upon verification of your information.

6.2 Creating Profile
Once you enter DolphinNext platform, Profile Wizard will open as shown at below.
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Note: If you need to re-open wizard window, you can simply click wizard button at the top right.

Note: If you have any issues/questions about creating profiles please contact us on: support@dolphinnext.com
1. First, choose your profile type:
A. If you have an access to High Performance Computing (HPC) environments, or personal workstations,
then please choose Host.
B. If you have an Amazon Web Services (AWS) account or planning to create one, then please choose Amazon and follow our Amazon Guide to create your run environment.
C. If you have an Google Cloud account or planning to create one, then please choose Google and follow our
Google Guide to create your run environment.
D. If you choose MGHPCC cluster option, you can upload your files to our MGHPCC cluster to process
your data and download your results from report section. However, you will not have direct access to our
cluster.
Note: If you choose MGHPCC option, you can skip the rest of this guideline and go to Running Pipelines Section.
2. Second, add public SSH Key into your host machine.
• Please confirm our Terms and Conditions & Privacy Policy by clicking checkbox.
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• Here, public key is securely generated for your account and required to be added into ~/.ssh/
authorized_keys in the host by user. Please check our Adding Public SSH Key Section for help.
• After adding public key, please click Validate SSH Keys button to finalize this section.
Important: Username/Hostname: You should enter your username and hostname of the host which you would like
to connect (yourusername@yourhostname). For instance, for us2r@ghpcc06.umassrc.org:
*
*

Username: yourusername (eg. us2r)
Hostname: yourhostname (eg. ghpcc06.umassrc.org)

3. Third, install/validate software dependencies into the host machine.
In order to execute our pipelines, Nextflow should be installed into your host environment. Besides, most of our
pipelines isolates their dependencies within their Docker or Singularity containers, therefore please install these softwares into your machine by following guidelines. If your platform doesn’t support the installation of Docker, you can
still use our pipelines by just using Singularity.
• Installing Nextflow
• Installing Singularity (Version 3)
• Installing Docker
Sofware Dependencies Section:
• JAVA Command (optional): If JAVA is not added to $PATH environment, you can run command
(eg. module load java/8.0) to manipulate your $PATH environment and gain access to
JAVA.
• Nextflow Path or Command (optional): If nextflow is not added to $PATH environment, you can
either enter the path of the nextflow (eg. /project/bin), or run command (eg. module load
nextflow) to manipulate your $PATH environment and gain access to new softwares.
• Docker/Singularity Command (optional): You can run command to manipulate your $PATH environment in order to gain access to new softwares. (eg. module load docker/1.0.0 or
module load singularity/3.0.0)
4. General run settings could be set in following Run settings section:
• Executor of Nextflow: Nextflow itself is initiated with this method and it will be only used for running
nextflow itself.
• Executor of Nextflow Jobs: This setting will be used as default setting for submitted jobs by Nextflow.
• Download Directory: Used to download shared pipeline files such as genome indexes. If your platform
has already such path, please enter that location. Otherwise you can set any path that you have permission
to write. e.g. /share/dolphinnext/downloads
Once you complete these steps, you’re now able to start using publicly available pipelines.

6.3 Running Pipelines
1. The easiest way to run pipeline is using main page by clicking the Biocore DolphinNext button at the top left
of the screen. Now, you can investigate publicly available pipelines as shown at below and select the pipeline
you want run by clicking Learn More button.

6.3. Running Pipelines
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2. Once pipeline is loaded, you will notice “Run” button at the right top of the page.

3. This button opens new window where you can create new project by clicking “Create a Project” button. After
entering and saving the name of the project, it will be added to your project list. Now you can select your project
by clicking on the project as shown in the figure below.

4. Now, you may proceed with entering run name which will be added to your run list of the project. Clicking
“Save run” will redirect to “run page”.
5. Initially, in the header of the run page, orange Waiting button will be shown. In order to initiate run, following
data need to be entered:

A. Work Directory: Full path of the directory, where nextflow runs will be executed.
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B. Run Environment: Profile that is created in the profile page. If Amazon profile or Google
profile is selected, then status of the profile should to be at the stage of running.

C. Inputs: Value and path of the files need to be entered. For detailed information please check
adding files section.

6. Once all requirements are satisfied, Waiting button will turn in to green ready to run button as shown
below. You can initiate your run by clicking ready to run button. Please go through run page for detailed
explanation about each module is used.

6.4 Adding Files
6.4.1 Remote Files
You can reach your remote files by entering:
• Full path of a directory: eg. /share/data/umw_biocore/genome_data/mousetest/mm10/gz
• Web link: eg. https://galaxyweb.umassmed.edu/pub/dnext_data/test/reads
• Amazon (S3) Bucket: eg. s3://biocore/fastq
• Google (GS) Bucket: eg. gs://biocore/fastq

6.4.2 Geo Files
If you want to download and use NCBI (GEO data) in the pipeline, you can simply use GEO Files tab. Here are the
few examples for GEO ID: GSM1331276, GSE55190, SRR10095965

6.4. Adding Files
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6.4.3 Upload Files
If you need to upload your local files and transfer into Target Directory in the Host, you can use Upload Files tab.
For detailed information about adding files, please check our tutorial video:

6.5 How To Cite Us
If you use DolphinNext in your research, please cite:
Yukselen, O., Turkyilmaz, O., Ozturk, A.R. et al. DolphinNext: a distributed data processing platform for high
throughput genomics. BMC Genomics 21, 310 (2020). https://doi.org/10.1186/s12864-020-6714-x
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7

Project Guide

This guide shows how to create project and how to insert pipeline and file into it.

7.1 Creating Projects and Adding Pipelines
Projects are platforms to categorize all of your runs and files. To run a pipeline, it is required to add selected pipelines
into your project. There are two ways to create a new project and add pipelines to it:
• A. First, click the “Projects” button in the top of the screen. In this new page, new projects can be
inserted by clicking “Create a Project” button. After saving the name of the project, it will be
added to your projects table as shown in the figure below:

Note: You can always edit or remove your projects by clicking “edit” or “remove” button on the project
table.

Now you are able to enter the “project page” by clicking the “name of the project” at the projects table. You will notice th
• Description: Box to keep project related information.
• Project Runs: Table to add your pipelines as a run by clicking “Add Pipeline to Run” button.
You may enter your run page by clicking “name of the run”.
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• B. Alternatively you may click the “Pipelines” button in the top left of the screen. Then select
the pipeline you want run from left sidebar menu. At the right top of the page, you will notice
“Run” button.

This button opens new window where you can create new project by clicking “Create a Project” button.
After entering and saving the name of the project, it will be added to your project list. Now you can select
your project by clicking on the project as shown in the figure below.

You may proceed with entering run name which will be added to your run list of the project. Clicking
“Save run” will redirect to “run page” where you can initiate your run.
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8

Run Guide

In the previous section (project guide), we saw the creation of project and adding pipelines to it. In this section, we
will investigate the run settings to initiate our new run.

8.1 Basics
In the header of the run page, you will notice the rocket icon and the title of the run where you can also edit your
run name. Tracking of your run is facilitated by project and pipeline links which are located just next to run name as
shown at below:

Similar to pipeline section, Save, Download Pipeline, Copy Run and Delete Run icons are found in the header
section to manage your run. Besides, optional Run Description section is exist just below the header section.

8.2 Run Status
Run status is monitored at the right part of the header. Initially, orange Waiting button is shown. In order to initiate
run, following data need to be entered:
1. Work Directory: Full path of the directory, where nextflow runs will be executed.
2. Run Environment: Profile that is created in the profile page. If Amazon profile or Google profile is selected,
then status of the profile should to be at the stage of running.
3. Inputs: Value and path of the files need to be entered.
Warning: If amazon s3 path is entered as a input or publish directory path, amazon keys (which will appear in
the Run Setting section) need to be also selected.
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All available status messages are listed at table below:
Status
Waiting
Ready
Connecting
Waits
Running
Completed
Run Error
Terminated

Meaning
Waiting for inputs, output directory and selection of active environment (*amazon keys, if s3 path is
used)
Ready to initiate run
Sending SSH queries to selected host system
Job is submitted, waits for the execution
Nextflow is executed and running the jobs.
Nextflow job is completed.
Error occured before submiting the jobs or while executing the jobs.
User terminated the run by using “terminate run” button.

8.3 Run Settings
• Work Directory: Full path of the directory, where all nextflow runs will be executed. Example path:
/home/newuser/workdir

• Run Environment: Profile that is created in the profile page. If Amazon profile or Google profile is selected,
then status of the profile should to be at the stage of running.
• Use Docker Image: Nextflow supports the Docker containers which allows you to create fully reproducible
pipelines. Docker image can contain any kind of software that you might need to execute your pipeline. It
works transparently and output files are created in the host system without requiring any addition step. The only
requirement is the installation of the Docker on the execution platform. To activate this feature in DolphinNext
just click the “Use Docker Image” checkbox and enter following information:
1. Image: Docker image name. Example:
UMMS-Biocore/dolphinnext-studio

2. RunOptions (optional): You can enter any command line options supported by the docker run command.
Please click this docker link for details.
• Use Singularity Image: Alternative to Docker, you can activate singularity image by clicking “Use Singularity
Image” checkbox and entering relevant fields. The only requirement is the installation of the Singularity on the
execution platform.
1. Image: Path to sigularity image. Example:
shub://UMMS-biocore/singularitysc
/project/umw_biocore/singularity/UMMS-Biocore-singularity-master.simg

2. RunOptions (optional): You can enter any command line options supported by the
singularity exec. Please click link for details. For instance, you can mount the directories by using --bind command. Example:
--bind /project:/project --bind /nl:/nl --bind /share:/share
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Tip: Mounting directories in singularity requires you to create the directories in the image beforehand.

8.4 Advanced Options
• Run Command (optional): You may run the command or commands (by seperating each command with &&
sign) before the nextflow job starts. eg:
source /etc/bashrc && module load java/1.8.0_31 && module load bowtie2/2.3.2

• Publish Directory: Work directory is default publish directory for DolphinNext. If you want to enter new
publish directory, just click this item and enter the full path of publish directory. Local paths (eg. /home/
user/test), amazon s3 paths (eg. s3://yourbucket/test) or google storage paths (eg. gs://
yourbucket/test) are accepted.
• Executor Settings:
1. Executor Settings for Nextflow (in the profile): You can determine the system where nextflow
itself is initiated. Currently local, sge, slurm and lsf executors are supported by DolphinNext to
initiate nextflow and it will be only used for running nextflow itself. e.g. suggested parameters: long
8GB 1CPU 5000-8000min
2. Executor of Nextflow Jobs (in the profile): This setting will be used if you don’t set any parameter in advanced section of your run page. If any option other than local and ignite, is selected,
additional settings will be prompt for Queue/Partition, Memory(GB), CPU and Time(min.
). Adjustment of these parameters are allowed for both options. e.g. suggested parameters: short
20GB 1CPU 240min
3. Executor Settings for All Processes (in Advanced tab of run page): This setting will overwrite
Executor of Nextflow Jobs (in the profile). e.g. suggested parameters: short 20GB 1CPU 240min
4. Executor Settings for Each Process (in Advanced tab of run page): If particular process needs
special parameters other than executor settings for all processes, you may override general settings
by clicking the checkbox of process that you want to change. This will only affect the settings of
clicked process and keep the original settings for the rest. e.g. suggested parameters: long 20GB
4CPU 1000-5000min
• Delete intermadiate files after run: This is default settings for DolphinNext to keep only selected output files
in the work/publish directory and removing the rest of the files. Here the main goal is to minimize the required
space for each project.
• Permissions and Groups: By default, all new runs are only seen by the owner. However, you can share your
run with your group by changing permissions to “Only my groups” and choose the group you want to share
from group selection dropdown.

8.5 Pipeline Files
This section is separated into two groups: inputs and outputs.
• Inputs: The input file paths or values are entered by clicking Select File or Enter Value button. In order to
select multiple files, wildcard characters *, ?, [] and {} should be used. These arguments are interpreted
as a glob path matcher by Nextflow and returns a list of paths that are matching the specified pattern. Several
examples to define inputs are listed below:
8.4. Advanced Options
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Input Type
File/Set
File/Set
Val
Val

Example
/share/data/mm10.fa
/share/validfastq/*_{1,2}.fastq
pair
~/scripts/filter.py

• Outputs: When the run successfully completes, the path of the output files will be appeared in this region.

8.6 Workflow
To give you an overview, overall pipeline and its modules are showed in this region. You can also reach the process
contents after clicking the go to pipeline link.

8.7 Run Logs
Log section keeps track of each run logs which is initiated by clicking Ready to Run button. You can monitor each
step of the run both before and after nextflow execution as shown at figure below.

You can view various log files such as timeline.html, dag.html, trace.txt, .nextflow.log, nextflow.nf, nextflow.config as
shown at below:
timeline.html:
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dag.html:

trace.txt:

8.7. Run Logs
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.nextflow.log:

nextflow.nf:

nextflow.config:

If any error occured on any of these steps, detailed explanation about the error will be displayed in this section and run
error sign will appear in the right side of the header as show in the example below:
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8.8 Reports
Reports tab will be appear in the run page as soon as run is initiated by clicking Ready to Run button. You can view
output files in various modules such as R-Markdown, Datatables, Highcharts, HTML or PDF viewer. Please check the
example report section of RSEM pipeline at below.

Each report row corresponds to output parameter in the pipeline workflow and you can easily visualize their content
by clicking on each row. All these sections have download, full screen, and open in new window icons in order to help
you to investigate each report.
Note:
If you want to integrate your visualization tool into DolphinNext, please let us know about it (biocore@umassmed.edu). We can add this feature for you.
• DEBrowser:
DEBrowser is a R library to provide an easy way to perform and visualize DE analysis. This module takes count
matrices as input and allows interactive exploration of the resulting data. You can reach their documentation by
clicking DEBrowser link.

• R Markdown:
R Markdown feature provides interactive analysis of the produced data. We have prepared series of R Markdown
reports which will allow you to reach your report in a HTML or PDF format as soon as your run complete. Within
an R Markdown (.RMD) file, R Code Chunks can be embedded with the native Markdown syntax for fenced code
regions. For example, the following code chunk computes a data histogram and renders a bar plot as a PNG image:

8.8. Reports
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You can reach the details about R Markdown in their web page by clicking rmarkdown link.
At the top of R-Markdown module, there are several icons which will help you to edit your rmd file, save as a new
file and download in various formats such as RMD, PDF or HTML. In order to facilitate the review process, you can
click “full screen” icon to fit the module in your screen. Besides you can adjust Auto Updating Output and Autosave
features by clicking settings icon.
• Auto Updating Output: If enabled, the preview panel updates automatically as you code. If disabled, use the
“Run Script” button to update.
• Autosave: If active, DolphinNext will autosave the file content every 30 seconds.
• Datatables:
This module powered by Datatables which allows you view, sort and search in the table content. Please check following
two examples where alignment and RSEM summaries are shown.
• Alignment Summary:

• RSEM Summary:
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This module allows you to fit the table in your screen by clicking “full screen” icon on top of the module.
• HTML Viewer:
You can easily embed html content in to our report section by using HTML viewer. Please check the example for
MultiQC output at below:

• PDF Viewer:
Similar to HTML Viewer, PDF files can be embeded in report section. You can see the piPipes report as an example
at below:

8.8. Reports
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CHAPTER

9

Profile Guide

This guide will walk you through all of your options within the Profile page.

9.1 Profile Page
Once logged in, click on the profile tab in the top right of the screen. You’ll notice several tabs to explore in profile
page.

• Run environments: This is your main segment for creating connection profiles.
• Groups: where you can create group and add members to it to share your run or pipeline.
• SSH Keys:, where you can create new or enter existing SSH key pairs to establish connection to any kind of
host.
• Amazon Keys: where you enter your Amazon Web Services (AWS) security credentials to start/stop Amazon
EC2 instances.
• Google Keys: where you enter your Google Cloud security credentials to execute your runs in Google Instances.
• Github: where you enter your Github security credentials to push your pipeline information to your Github
account.
• Change Password: If you’re not using google sign-in, you can change your password within this section.
Tip: Before creating run environment, SSH Keys needed to be created in SSH Keys tab. If you want to execute your
runs in the cloud; you need to add Amazon or Google Key as well.
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9.2 SSH Keys

In the SSH keys tab, you can create new or enter existing SSH key pairs by clicking on “Add SSH Key” button.
Please enter the name of your keys and select the method you want to proceed: A. Use your own keys or B.
Create new keys.
• A. Use your own keys: If you choose “use your own keys”, your private and public key pairs will be asked. You
can reach your key pairs in your computer at default location: ~/.ssh/id_rsa for private and ~/.ssh/
id_rsa.pub for public key. Copy those keys and paste into browser fields. If these files are not exist or you
want to create new ones, please check the link here.
• B. Create new keys: You will proceed by clicking generate keys button where new pair of ssh keys will be
specifically produced for you.
After clicking save button, your information will be encrypted and kept secure. Now, you need to add your public
key into ~/.ssh/authorized_keys in the host to establish connection. Please check Adding Public SSH Key
guideline for help.
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9.3 Amazon Keys

In the Amazon keys tab, you can enter your AWS security credentials (access key, secret key and default region) by
clicking on “Add Amazon Key” button. Your information will be encrypted and kept secure. Only you will have full
access to view & change the key information.
Note: After saving your key, it is not allowed to view your keys for security purposes. However, you can always
overwrite with a new key or delete it.

9.4 Google Keys

In the Google keys tab, you need to enter your Project ID and Service Account Key by clicking on “Add Google Key”
button.
• Project ID: - Open the Google Cloud Console

9.3. Amazon Keys
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– Go to Dashboard
– Check Project info box for Project ID (eg. dolphinnext-193616)
• Service Account Key: - Open the Google Cloud Console
– Go to APIs & Services → Credentials
– Click on the Create credentials drop-down and choose Service Account Key, in the following page
– Select an existing Service account or create a new one if needed
– Select JSON as Key type
– Click the Create button and download the JSON file giving a name of your choice e.g. creds.json.
Note: After saving your key, it is not allowed to view your Service Account Key for security purposes. However, you
can always overwrite with a new key or delete it.

9.5 Groups

Groups tab is used to create groups by clicking on “Create a Group” button. After creating group, you can add members
by clicking Options > Add User button. By using this group information, you can share your process, pipeline
or projects with group members. In order to see current members of the group, you can click Options > View
Group Members button. You can also delete your group by clicking Options > Delete Group button.
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9.6 Run Environments

This section is used for defining connection profiles by clicking on “Add Environment” button. As a type, please
choose one of these options: Host, Amazon or Google.
• A. Host: If you have an access to High Performance Computing (HPC) environments, or personal workstations.
• B. Host for AWS Batch: If you have an Amazon Web Services (AWS) account and planning to submit jobs to
AWS Batch.
• C. Amazon: If you have an Amazon Web Services (AWS) account or planning to create an EC2 instance in
order to run your jobs in the cloud.
• D. Google: If you want to use Google Cloud account to run your jobs in the cloud.

9.6.1 A. Defining Host Profile:
• Username/Hostname: You should enter your username and hostname of the host which you would like to
connect (yourusername@yourhostname). For instance, for us2r@ghpcc06.umassrc.org:
-

Username: yourusername (eg. us2r)
Hostname: yourhostname (eg. ghpcc06.umassrc.org)

• SSH Port (optional): By default TCP port 22 is used for SSH connection. You can change this default by
entering port number.
• SSH Keys: are saved in SSH keys tab and will be used while connecting to host.
• Run Command (optional): You may run the command or commands (by seperating each command with &&
sign) before the nextflow job starts. eg.:
source /etc/bashrc && module load java/1.8.0_77 && module load singularity/
˓→singularity-3.4.0

9.6. Run Environments
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• Singularity Cache Folder: Directory where remote Singularity images are stored. By default home directory
is used. Note: When using a computing cluster it must be a shared folder accessible from all computing nodes.
• Profile Variables: Since most of the pipelines uses genome reference and index files, you can define a download
directory to keep these files. If multiple people are going to use DolphinNext, we would suggest using a shared
path in your cluster. e.g.:
params.DOWNDIR="/share/dolphinnext/downloads"

• Nextflow Path (optional): If nextflow path is not added to $PATH environment, you can define the path in this
block. eg.:
/project/umw_biocore/bin

• Executor Settings: In DolphinNext, there are 4 different section to control your executor settings. First two
fields are defined in profile -> run environment, and rest of the fields are adjusted in the advanced tab of
run page. If any option other than local and ignite, is selected, additional settings will be prompt for Queue/
Partition, Memory(GB), CPU and Time(min.).
1. Executor of Nextflow (in the profile -> run environment):
Nextflow itself is initiated with this method. Currently, local, sge, slurm, and lsf executors
are supported by DolphinNext to initiate nextflow. For sge, slurm, and lsf executors, it will
be only used for running nextflow itself, so the time limit should be long enough to execute
all of the processes in the pipeline. For local execution, it will limit the total amount of
memory and CPU could be used by the run, so these values should be close enough to the
maximum capacity of the memory and CPU.
– e.g. suggested parameters for sge/slurm/lsf: long (queue) 8 (GB Memory) 1 (CPU)
5000-8000 (min, Time)
– e.g. suggested parameters for local: 100 (GB Memory) 8 (CPU)
2. Executor of Nextflow Jobs (in the profile -> run environment):
This setting will be used as default setting for submitted jobs by Nextflow. If you don’t set
any parameter in advanced section of your run page.
– e.g. suggested parameters for sge/slurm/lsf: short (queue) 20 (GB Memory) 1 (CPU)
240 (min, Time)
– e.g. suggested parameters for local/ignite: 20 (GB Memory) 1 (CPU)
3. Executor Settings for All Processes (in the advanced tab of run page):
This setting will overwrite Executor of Nextflow Jobs (in the profile) and set default setting
for Nextflow Jobs.
– e.g. suggested parameters for sge/slurm/lsf: short (queue) 20 (GB Memory) 1 (CPU)
240 (min, Time)
– e.g. suggested parameters for local/ignite: 20 (GB Memory) 1 (CPU)
4. Executor Settings for Each Process (in the advanced tab of run page):
If particular process requires different parameters other than the defaults (which are defined
in Executor Settings for All Processes or Executor of Nextflow Jobs sections), you can
overwrite the general settings by clicking the checkbox of process that you want to change.
This will only affect the settings of clicked process and keep the original settings for the
rest of the processes.
– e.g. suggested parameters for sge/slurm/lsf: long (queue) 20 (GB Memory) 4 (CPU)
1000-5000 (min, Time)
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– e.g. suggested parameters for local/ignite: 20 (GB Memory) 4 (CPU)
Note: In case of non-standart resources or settings is required for executor, then you can specify
these parameters by using Other options box. For instance, to submit SGE job with 3 CPU by using
paralel environments, you may enter -pe orte 3 (to use MPI for distributed-memory machines)
or -pe smp 3 (to use OpenMP for shared-memory machines) in the Other options box and just
leave the CPU box empty.

9.6.2 B. Defining AWS Batch Profile:
Please choose type of the run environment as “Host” and enter following information.
• Username/Hostname: You should enter your username and hostname of the host which you would like to
connect (yourusername@yourhostname). For instance, for us2r@ghpcc06.umassrc.org, or amazon instance
you have created:
-

Username: yourusername (eg. us2r)
Hostname: yourhostname (eg. ghpcc06.umassrc.org)

• SSH Port (optional): By default TCP port 22 is used for SSH connection. You can change this default by
entering port number.
• SSH Keys: are saved in SSH keys tab and will be used while connecting to host.
• Run Command (optional): You may run the command or commands (by seperating each command with &&
sign) before the nextflow job starts. eg. source /etc/profile
• Nextflow Path (optional): If nextflow path is not added to $PATH environment, you can define the path in this
block. eg. /project/umw_biocore/bin
• Singularity Cache Folder: Directory where remote Singularity images are stored. By default home directory
is used. Note: When using a computing cluster it must be a shared folder accessible from all computing nodes.
• Profile Variables: You can set commonly used pipeline variables here. For instance,‘‘params.DOWNDIR‘‘
is used in most of our public pipelines to save all genome related files (fasta, index etc.). So you can set this
variable like this: params.DOWNDIR = "/share/dnext_data" Also, you can enter multiple variables
by separating them with newline.
• Executor of Nextflow: Please select local for executor of Nextflow.
• Executor Settings for Nextflow: Please set 10GB memory and 1 CPU for nextflow.
• Executor of Nextflow Jobs: Please select AWS Batch for nextflow jobs.
• Queue, Memory, CPU, and other options: Please enter the queue name in the AWS Batch and set default
memory and CPU for each job (e.g. 10GB memory and 1CPU). These settings could be adjusted in the run
page.
• Amazon Keys: AWS credentials that are saved in Amazon keys tab and will allow to submit jobs to AWS Batch.
• Default Working Directory: Default directory in the host machine where runs will be executed. (eg. /data/
dnext)
• Default Bucket Location for Publishing: Default bucket location where dolphinnext reports will be published.
(e.g. s3://bucket/dnext)

9.6. Run Environments
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9.6.3 C. Defining Amazon Profile:
• SSH Keys: are saved in SSH keys tab and will be used while connecting to host.
• Amazon Keys: AWS credentials that are saved in Amazon keys tab and will allow to start/stop Amazon EC2
instances.
• Instance Type: Amazon EC2 instance types that comprise varying combinations of CPU, memory, storage, and
networking capacity (eg. m3.xlarge).
• Image Id: Virtual machine ID (eg. ami-032a33ebe57465518).
If you want to create your own image, please install following programs:
– Singularity
– Docker engine (version 1.11 or higher)
– Apache Ignite with Cloud-init package
– Nextflow
– AWS CLI
• Subnet Id/Security Group/Shared Storage Id/Shared Storage Mount:

The filesystem needs to be created at https://console.aws.amazon.com/efs/ and these informations will be obtained up
– Subnet Id: Identifier of the VPC subnet to be applied e.g. subnet-05222a43.
– Security Group: Identifier of the security group to be applied e.g. sg-df72b9ba, default.
– Shared Storage Id: Identifier of the shared file system instance e.g. fs-1803efd1.
– Shared Storage Mount: Mount path of the shared file system e.g. /mnt/efs.
Please make sure following criterias are satisfied:
1) Image has the directory to mount this storage.
2) The output directory needs to be under this mount location.
3) The storage system needs to be created in selected region and necessary rights need to be
given in the console.
4) EC2FullAccess and S3FullAccess permissions have added.
Warning: Both EFS and images should be located in same location (eg. N. Virginia, Ohio etc.)
• Default Working Directory: Default directory in the host machine where runs will be executed. It is optional
for AWS. (eg. /data/dnext)
• Default Bucket Location for Publishing: Default bucket location where dolphinnext reports will be published.
It is optional for AWS (e.g. s3://bucket/dnext)
• Run Command (optional): You may run the command or commands (by seperating each command with &&
sign) before the nextflow job starts. eg. source /etc/bashrc && module load java/1.8.0_31
&& module load bowtie2/2.3.2
• Nextflow Path (optional): If nextflow path is not added to $PATH environment, you can define the path in this
block. eg. /project/umw_biocore/bin
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• Singularity Cache Folder: Directory where remote Singularity images are stored. By default home directory
is used. Note: When using a computing cluster it must be a shared folder accessible from all computing nodes.
• Profile Variables: You can set commonly used pipeline variables here. For instance,‘‘params.DOWNDIR‘‘
is used in most of our public pipelines to save all genome related files (fasta, index etc.). So you can set this
variable like this: params.DOWNDIR = "/share/dnext_data" Also, you can enter multiple variables
by separating them with newline.
• Executor of Nextflow/Executor of Nextflow Jobs: Amazon instances are automatically configured to use the
Ignite executors. Therefore, while defining amazon profile, you should select local for Executor of Nextflow
and ignite for Executor of Nextflow Jobs.

9.6.4 D. Defining Google Profile:
• SSH Keys: are saved in SSH keys tab and will be used while connecting to host.
• Google Keys: Google credentials that are saved in Google keys tab and will allow to start/stop Google Cloud
instances.
• Zone: The Google zone where the computation is executed.(eg. us-east1-b)
• Instance Type: Google Cloud machine types that comprise varying combinations of CPU, memory, storage,
and networking capacity (eg. n1-standard-4).
• Image Id:
Virtual machine
dolphinnext-images-v1).

ID

(eg.

dolphinnext-193616/global/images/

If you want to create your own image, please install following programs:
– Singularity
– Docker engine (version 1.11 or higher)
– Apache Ignite with Cloud-init package
– Nextflow
– gcloud
• Default Working Directory: Default directory in the host machine where runs will be executed. It is mandatory
for google cloud. (eg. /data/dnext)
• Default Bucket Location for Publishing: Default bucket location where dolphinnext reports will be published.
It is mandatory for google cloud and you can always edit this path in the run page. (e.g. gs://bucket/dnext)
• Run Command (optional): You may run the command or commands (by seperating each command with &&
sign) before the nextflow job starts. eg. source /etc/bashrc && module load java/1.8.0_31
&& module load bowtie2/2.3.2
• Nextflow Path (optional): If nextflow path is not added to $PATH environment, you can define the path in this
block. eg. /project/umw_biocore/bin
• Singularity Cache Folder: Directory where remote Singularity images are stored. By default home directory
is used. Note: When using a computing cluster it must be a shared folder accessible from all computing nodes.
• Profile Variables: You can set commonly used pipeline variables here. For instance,‘‘params.DOWNDIR‘‘
is used in most of our public pipelines to save all genome related files (fasta, index etc.). So you can set this
variable like this: params.DOWNDIR = "/share/dnext_data" Also, you can enter multiple variables
by separating them with newline.
• Executor of Nextflow/Executor of Nextflow Jobs: Google instances are automatically configured to use the
Ignite executors. Therefore, while defining google profile, you can select local for Executor of Nextflow and
ignite for Executor of Nextflow Jobs.
9.6. Run Environments
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9.7 GitHub Connection

You can enter your Github security credentials (Username, E-mail, Password) by clicking on “Add Github Account”
button. Your information will be encrypted and kept secure. By adding your Github account, you could be able to
push your pipeline information into your Github account and share with others.

9.8 Change Password

If you’re not using google sign-in, you can change your DolphinNext password by using this section.
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CHAPTER

10

Amazon Cloud Guide

DolphinNext supports submitting jobs to the Amazon AWS cloud by using Nextflow. It allows you to practically
setup, start/stop a computing cluster and run your pipeline in the AWS infrastructure.

10.1 Configuration
Once logged in, click on the profile tab in the top right of the screen. Both SSH and Amazon Keys need to be entered
in each tab. Then you can proceed with creating amazon connection profile in the run environments tab. After creating
profile “start/stop” button will appear in actions column of your amazon profile as shown in the figure below:

Clicking on the start/stop button will open new window called Amazon Management Console.

10.2 Amazon Management Console
Starting and stoping AWS cloud is conducted in Amazon management console. There are two ways to open console.
First option is clicking following buttons: profile > run environments > Start/Stop. Altervatively,
you can quickly reach Amazon console by clicking “Amazon” button at the top of the screen. The number of active
profile is displayed with green tag at the top of the amazon button.
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State of your profiles will be shown as below:

10.3 Starting Cluster
In order to active AWS cluster, click on “start” button of the profile you wanted to initiate. Following options will be
prompted.
• Nodes: Enter the number of instances, you want to initiate. First node is created as master, and the remaining
as workers.
• Use Autoscale: This is Nextflow’s critical feature which allows the cluster to adapt dynamically to the workload
by changing computing recources. After clicking this option and entering number of Maximum Instances, new
instances will be automatically added to the cluster when tasks wait for 5 minutes in pending status. The upper
limit should be entered by Maximum Instances to control the size of cluster. By default unused instances are
removed when they are not utilised.
• Auto Shutdown: Amazon instance will be automaticaly shutdown when there is no ongoing run for 10 minutes.
Note that this feature will be activated after you initiate your first run.
Profile status will be updated as Waiting for reply as soon as you click the “Activate Cluster” button. If
your credentials and profile are correct, profile status will change to Initializing and Running, respectively.
However, in case of missing or wrong profile information, status will turn into Terminated and reason of the error
will appear next to the status. All available states of the profile are listed in table below:
Status
Inactive
Waiting for reply
Initializing
Running
Waiting for termination
Terminated

Meaning
AWS cloud has not initiated yet.
Cluster request is sent.
Cluster request is accepted and nodes are initializing.
AWS cloud ready to submit jobs.
Cluster termination request is sent and waiting for termination.
AWS cloud has terminated.

Once the cluster initialization is complete, user@hostname will appear next to the running status as shown in
figure below.
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You may connect to the master node by using the following SSH command:
ssh user@hostname

10.4 Submit a Job
Similar to regular job submission, follow these steps:
1. Select your pipeline and add into a project
2. Initiate run
On the run page, you should select your active amazon profile as a Run Environment and click “Ready to Run” button.

10.5 Stoping Cluster
When runs are complete, you can stop cluster by clicking “stop” button on Amazon Management Console. Profile
status will be updated as Waiting for termination, and in few seconds it will be changed to Terminated
as soon as confirmation is received.

10.4. Submit a Job
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CHAPTER

11

Google Cloud Guide

DolphinNext supports submitting jobs to the Google cloud by using Nextflow. It allows you to practically setup,
start/stop a computing cluster and run your pipeline in the Google cloud infrastructure.

11.1 Configuration
Once logged in, click on the profile tab in the top right of the screen. Both SSH and Google Keys need to be entered
in each tab. Then you can proceed with creating google run environment in the run environments tab. After creating
run environment “start/stop” button will appear in actions column of your google profile as shown in the figure below:

Clicking on the start/stop button will open new window called Google Management Console.
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11.2 Google Management Console
Starting and stoping Google cloud is controled in Console management console. There are two ways to open console.
First option is clicking following button: profile > run environments > Start/Stop. Altervatively,
you can quickly reach Google Console by clicking “Google” icon at the top of the screen. The number of active
profile is displayed with green tag at the top of the google console button.

State of your profiles will be shown as below:

11.3 Starting Cluster
In order to active Google cluster, click on “start” button of the profile you wanted to initiate. Following options will
be prompted.
• Nodes: Enter the number of instances, you want to initiate. First node is created as master, and the remaining
as workers.
• Use Autoscale: This is Nextflow’s critical feature which allows the cluster to adapt dynamically to the workload
by changing computing recources. After clicking this option and entering number of Maximum Instances, new
instances will be automatically added to the cluster when tasks wait for 5 minutes in pending status. The upper
limit should be entered by Maximum Instances to control the size of cluster. By default unused instances are
removed when they are not utilised.
• Auto Shutdown: Google instance will be automaticaly shutdown when there is no ongoing run for 10 minutes.
Note that this feature will be activated after you initiate your first run.
Profile status will be updated as Waiting for reply as soon as you click the “Activate Cluster” button. If
your credentials and profile are correct, profile status will change to Initializing and Running, respectively.
However, in case of missing or wrong profile information, status will turn into Terminated and reason of the error
will appear next to the status. All available states of the profile are listed in table below:
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Status
Inactive
Waiting for reply
Initializing
Running
Waiting for termination
Terminated

Meaning
Google cloud has not initiated yet.
Cluster request is sent.
Cluster request is accepted and nodes are initializing.
Google cloud ready to submit jobs.
Cluster termination request is sent and waiting for termination.
Google cloud has terminated.

Once the cluster initialization is complete, user@hostname will appear next to the running status as shown in
figure below.

You may connect to the master node by using the following SSH command:
ssh user@hostname

11.4 Submit a Job
It is similar to regular job submission, please follow these steps:
1. Select your pipeline and add into a project
2. Initiate run
On the run page, you should select your active google profile as a Run Environment and click “Ready to Run” button.

11.5 Stoping Cluster
When runs are complete, you can stop cluster by clicking “stop” button on Google Management Console. Profile
status will be updated as Waiting for termination, and in few seconds it will be changed to Terminated
as soon as confirmation is received.

11.4. Submit a Job
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CHAPTER

12

Adding Public SSH Key

Table of Contents
• Adding Public SSH Key
– Step 1: Connecting to host machine
* A. If you’re using Windows
* B. If you’re using Linux or MacOS
– Step 2: Editing authorized_keys file
– Step 3: Setting correct directory permissions
This guide shows how to connect to your host machine and insert your public key into authorized_keys file.
Important: The authorized_keys file specifies the SSH keys that can be used for logging into the user account. Please
read following guide carefully, since it is a highly important configuration file.

12.1 Step 1: Connecting to host machine
12.1.1 A. If you’re using Windows
In order to make an SSH connection to your host machine, you need to use program like PuTTY.
A.1. Download and open PuTTY from their website.
A.2. Use the following info to configure your connection and click Open to start the SSH session.
• Host Name:Enter the Internet Protocol (IP) address of your host. (eg. example.com OR
s00000.testserver.com)
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• Port: 22
• Connection Type: SSH

A.3. If this is the first time that you have used PuTTY to log in to your account with SSH, a warning
similar to the following one displays. If you are sure that you have entered the correct information, click
Yes.

A.4. After you accept the warning, the terminal prompts you for your username and password. Please
enter these values and press enter.
Caution:
• The password is not echoed back to the screen as it is entered.
• If you need to copy and paste your password, you can right-click (or use middle
mouse button) to paste your password.
A.5. If this is the first time that you login to your host machine, you might need to reset your password.
Please enter the new password and press Enter. Note that passwords are not echoed to the screen. After
changing your password, you will be logged out and you need to reconnect to your host machine.
A.6. If you have entered the correct password, the prompt responds with a shell prompt:
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[us2r@yourhostname ~]#

12.1.2 B. If you’re using Linux or MacOS
If you are a MacOS or Linux user, you can make an SSH connection by using Terminal, a console program included
with the operating system.
B.1. Search for the Terminal program in your operating system and click to open it.

B.2. First, you should type the ssh command in the console. Then enter your username and hostname
and add @ sign in between (eg. yourusername@yourhostname, user@ghpcc06.umassrc.
org) and press enter:
ssh us2r@yourhostname

B.3. The terminal prompts you for your password. Please enter your password and press enter.
Caution:
• The password is not echoed back to the screen as it is entered.
• You can still copy and paste your password, but it won’t appear in your screen.
B.4. If this is the first time that you login to your host machine, you might need to reset your password.
Please enter the new password and press Enter. Note that passwords are not echoed to the screen. After
changing your password, you will be logged out and you need to reconnect to your host machine.
12.1. Step 1: Connecting to host machine
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B.5. If you have entered the correct password, the prompt responds with a shell prompt:
[us2r@yourhostname ~]#

12.2 Step 2: Editing authorized_keys file
1. In order to edit authorized_keys file, we will use vi editor. Please enter following command to open vi
editor:
vi ~/.ssh/authorized_keys

2. Press i button to change the editor mode to insert mode. Now you’re ready to insert new text into this file.
3. Return back to DolphinNext website and copy all of your public ssh key (command + c for MacOS or ctrl + c
for Linux/Windows).
Caution: Please don’t forget to copy initial part of the ssh key(eg. ssh-rsa). It should cover
all of the following example key file:
ssh-rsa
AA1AB3N4nX3a....................
................................
................................
...............b9Rj @dolphinnext

4. Return back to terminal/Putty and paste your key (command + v for MacOS, ctrl + v for Linux, right-click for
Windows).
5. If you already have another public key in your file, please press enter to separate keys from each other.
6. If you’ve successfully edited your file and ready to exit from the editor, please press ESC to exit from insert
mode and type :wq! and press enter.
Tip: If something went wrong and you don’t want to save you changes, then please press ESC to
exit from insert mode and type :q! and press enter to exit.

12.3 Step 3: Setting correct directory permissions
The SSH protocol requires following file/directory permissions to establish secure connections.
1. Please execute following commands to make sure SSH related files are not writeable by other users:
chmod 700 ~/.ssh
chmod 600 ~/.ssh/authorized_keys

Caution: Your home directory shoudn’t be writeable by other users. If you need to share your files
with everyone, don’t set permission of your home directory to 777. It creates security issues and
blocks ssh connection. You can set to more secure options such as 750, 755 or 754.
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CHAPTER

13

Frequently Asked Questions

Table of Contents
• Frequently Asked Questions
– Installation Guide
* How can I install singularity?
* How can I install docker?
* How can I install nextflow?
* How can I install JAVA?
– Connection Issues
* Why can’t I validate my SSH Keys?
* How can I create SSH keys in my computer?
– Run Questions
* I can not reach my files in the file window
* Error: Run directory cannot be created
– Profile Questions
* How should I configure my executor settings?

13.1 Installation Guide
13.1.1 How can I install singularity?
Install Singularity (Version 3) for pipelines:
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## Remove old version of Singularity
# sudo rm -rf /usr/local/libexec/singularity /usr/local/var/singularity /usr/local/
˓→etc/singularity /usr/local/bin/singularity /usr/local/bin/run-singularity /usr/
˓→local/etc/bash_completion.d/singularity
## Install Singularity Version 3
apt-get install -y build-essential libssl-dev uuid-dev libgpgme11-dev libseccomp-dev
˓→pkg-config squashfs-tools
wget https://dl.google.com/go/go1.12.7.linux-amd64.tar.gz
tar -C /usr/local -xzf go1.12.7.linux-amd64.tar.gz
export PATH=$PATH:/usr/local/go/bin
export VERSION=3.2.1
wget https://github.com/sylabs/singularity/releases/download/v${VERSION}/singularity-$
˓→{VERSION}.tar.gz
tar -xzf singularity-${VERSION}.tar.gz
cd singularity
./mconfig && make -C ./builddir
sudo make -C ./builddir install

13.1.2 How can I install docker?
Installing Docker for pipelines:
## Uninstall Old Versions of Docker
# sudo apt-get remove docker docker-engine docker.io
## Install Docker
sudo apt install docker.io

13.1.3 How can I install nextflow?
JAVA (v8+) should be installed before installing Nextflow. Installing Nextflow:
## To install to your ~/bin directory:
mkdir ~/bin
cd ~/bin
curl -fsSL get.nextflow.io | bash
# Add Nextflow binary to your bin PATH or any accessible path in your environment:
chmod 755 nextflow
mv nextflow ~/bin/
# OR system-wide installation:
# sudo mv nextflow /usr/local/bin

13.1.4 How can I install JAVA?
Installing Java v8+ for Nextflow:
apt-get install -y openjdk-8-jdk && \
apt-get install -y ant && \
apt-get clean;
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

# Fix certificate issues
apt-get update && \
apt-get install ca-certificates-java && \
apt-get clean && \
update-ca-certificates -f;
export JAVA_HOME=/usr/lib/jvm/java-8-openjdk-amd64/

13.2 Connection Issues
13.2.1 Why can’t I validate my SSH Keys?
Please check following guide to find out the issue.
1. While copying and pasting you ssh keys, please don’t forget to copy initial part of the ssh key (eg. ssh-rsa).
It should cover all of the following example key file:
ssh-rsa
AA1AB3N4nX3a....................
................................
................................
...............b9Rj @dolphinnext

2. The SSH protocol requires following file/directory permissions to establish secure connections. So please execute following commands to make sure SSH related files are not writeable by other users:
chmod 700 ~/.ssh
chmod 600 ~/.ssh/authorized_keys

3. Your home directory shoudn’t be writeable by other users. If you need to share your files with everyone, don’t
set permission of your home directory to 777. It creates security issues and blocks ssh connection. You can set
to more secure options such as 750, 755 or 754.

13.2.2 How can I create SSH keys in my computer?
You can reach your key pairs in your computer at default location: ~/.ssh/id_rsa for private and ~/.ssh/
id_rsa.pub for public key. If these files are not exist or you want to create new ones, then on the command line,
enter:
ssh-keygen -t rsa

You will be prompted to supply a filename and a password. In order to accept the default filename (and location) for
your key pair, press Enter without entering a filename. Your SSH keys will be generated using the default filename
(id_rsa and id_rsa.pub).

13.3 Run Questions
13.3.1 I can not reach my files in the file window
There might be a connection issue, please check following steps:

13.2. Connection Issues
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1. The SSH protocol requires following file/directory permissions to establish secure connections. So please execute following commands to make sure SSH related files are not writeable by other users:
chmod 700 ~/.ssh
chmod 600 ~/.ssh/authorized_keys

2. Your home directory shoudn’t be writeable by other users. If you need to share your files with everyone, don’t
set permission of your home directory to 777. It creates security issues and blocks ssh connection. You can set
to more secure options such as 750, 755 or 754.

13.3.2 Error: Run directory cannot be created
There might be a connection issue, please check Why can’t I validate my SSH Keys section.

13.4 Profile Questions
13.4.1 How should I configure my executor settings?
In DolphinNext, there are 4 different section to control your executor settings. First two fields are defined in profile
-> run environment, and rest of the fields are adjusted in the advanced tab of run page. If any option other than
local and ignite, is selected, additional settings will be prompt for Queue/Partition, Memory(GB), CPU and
Time(min.).
1. Executor of Nextflow (in the profile -> run environment):
Nextflow itself is initiated with this method. Currently, local, sge, slurm, and lsf executors are supported
by DolphinNext to initiate nextflow. For sge, slurm, and lsf executors, it will be only used for running
nextflow itself, so the time limit should be long enough to execute all of the processes in the pipeline.
For local execution, it will limit the total amount of memory and CPU could be used by the run, so these
values should be close enough to the maximum capacity of the memory and CPU.
• e.g. suggested parameters for sge/slurm/lsf: long (queue) 8 (GB Memory) 1 (CPU) 5000-8000 (min,
Time)
• e.g. suggested parameters for local: 100 (GB Memory) 8 (CPU)
2. Executor of Nextflow Jobs (in the profile -> run environment):
This setting will be used as default setting for submitted jobs by Nextflow. If you don’t set any parameter
in advanced section of your run page.
• e.g. suggested parameters for sge/slurm/lsf: short (queue) 20 (GB Memory) 1 (CPU) 240 (min,
Time)
• e.g. suggested parameters for local/ignite: 20 (GB Memory) 1 (CPU)
3. Executor Settings for All Processes (in the advanced tab of run page):
This setting will overwrite Executor of Nextflow Jobs (in the profile) and set default setting for Nextflow
Jobs.
• e.g. suggested parameters for sge/slurm/lsf: short (queue) 20 (GB Memory) 1 (CPU) 240 (min,
Time)
• e.g. suggested parameters for local/ignite: 20 (GB Memory) 1 (CPU)
4. Executor Settings for Each Process (in the advanced tab of run page):
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If particular process requires different parameters other than the defaults (which are defined in Executor
Settings for All Processes or Executor of Nextflow Jobs sections), you can overwrite the general settings
by clicking the checkbox of process that you want to change. This will only affect the settings of clicked
process and keep the original settings for the rest of the processes.
• e.g. suggested parameters for sge/slurm/lsf: long (queue) 20 (GB Memory) 4 (CPU) 1000-5000
(min, Time)
• e.g. suggested parameters for local/ignite: 20 (GB Memory) 4 (CPU)
Note: In case of non-standart resources or settings is required for executor, then you can specify these parameters by
using Other options box. For instance, to submit SGE job with 3 CPU by using paralel environments, you may enter
-pe orte 3 (to use MPI for distributed-memory machines) or -pe smp 3 (to use OpenMP for shared-memory
machines) in the Other options box and just leave the CPU box empty.

13.4. Profile Questions
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CHAPTER

14

Developer Tutorial

This guide will walk you through how to start creating new pipelines.

14.1 Creating New Pipelines/Processes
Basics of DolphinNext are explained in Developer Tutorial. You can use our UMASS server, or easily pull Docker
image of Dolphinnext and start creating pipelines in your local server.
Overview of the Tutorial
• Tutorial Video
• Exercise 1: Creating processes (FastQC, Hisat2, RSeQC)
• Exercise 2: Building a pipeline
• Exercise 3: Running a pipeline
You can also reach our reference DolphinNext documentation, using following links:
• Process Guide
• Pipeline Guide

14.2 Copying Existing Processes/Pipelines
The simpliest way to edit pipelines is creating a copy of the existing ones by clicking copy pipeline icon which is
located just next to pipeline title.

Similarly you can create a copy of process by clicking copy process button on the top right of the process window.
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Once you copied the pipeline/process, you will own all the permissions of your process/pipeline and you can easily
modify and save on your version.
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CHAPTER

15

Known Issues

Table of Contents
• Known Issues
– Updating Workflow
– File Upload

15.1 Updating Workflow
• When you update the process nodes, you need to refresh the run page before submitting your run.

15.2 File Upload
• File upload module gives error when connection is not stable.
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CHAPTER

16

Process Guide

This guide will walk you through the creation of DolphinNext process.

16.1 Process Window
Once logged in, click on the pipeline tab in the top left of the screen. You’ll notice several button at the left sidebar
menu. New processes are created by clicking green “New process” button.

16.2 Basics
Once you clicked green “New process” button, new window will appear to define process components.
• Name: Process name is entered in this block. After creation of process, this name will appear in the left sidebar
menu under the selected menu group.
• Description: An explanation of how process works is described in this region.
• Menu group: Selection of menu group which categorizes the processes in the left sidebar menu. If it is required,
you may add new menu groups by clicking “add menu group” button. Afterwards, you may edit or delete these
new groups by “edit menu group” or “delete menu group” buttons.

16.3 Parameters
This section is used to create parameters which will be used while defining inputs or outputs. New parameters are
created by clicking “add parameter” button.
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• Identifier: Identifier is simply parameter name and allows you to call same parameters in other processes.
• Qualifier: Three main type of qualifiers (file, set and val) are exist in DolphinNext:
1) File: Uses the received value as a file. Example usage in nextflow file:
file genome

2) Set: Allows to handle a group of input values having other qualifiers. Example usage:
set val(name), file(genome)

3) Val: Allows to access the received input value by its name in the process script. Example usage:
val script_path

4) Each: Lets you execute the process for each entry in the input collection. Example usage:
each bed_list

• File type: If qualifier is set to file or set, file type option will appear. This option will be used to filter
available nodes while generating pipelines.
Tip: For instance, you may create genome parameter by entering identifier as:genome, qualifier: file and file
type: fasta. Similarly for creating script_path parameter you can define identifier as:script_path and
qualifier: val.

Note: When qualifier set to val, identifier is used to filter available nodes while connecting each nodes. If file
or set is selected as qualifier, file type is used for filtering available nodes. When qualifier is set to each, you may
enter both file type (if you’re planing to connect with file nodes) or identifier (in case of connecting to val nodes.)

16.4 Inputs
This section where you enter all of your input nodes of the process. You can start adding by clicking “Add input. . . ”
dropdown. After adding selected parameter as a input node, “input name” box and “add operator” and “optional”
buttons will appear.
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Input name box used to define nextflow variables which will be used in the scripts section. For instance, if you enter
input name as genome, in the scripts section you can recall this variable as ${genome}. Other examples are listed
in the following table:
Qualifier
val
each
file
set
set

Input name
script_path
bed_list
genome
val(name), file(genome)
val(name), file(genome)

Recall in the Script
${script_path}
${bed_list}
${genome}
${genome}
${name}

Additionally, if you need to transform values emitted by a channel, you can click “operators” button and select operators from dropdown. For detailed information, you can continue to read operators section.
• Optional Inputs:
If you want use optional input parameter, you can check the optional checkbox. This feature allows flexibility for the
user while defining process since the process will be executed in spite of the absence of the input parameter. Please
check the example below for the use case:

Here, filter parameter will be defined with NO_FILE prefix in case input parameter genome is empty. Otherwise,
when input parameter genome is found, filter parameter will be defined as ---filter ${genome}".
Note that the existance of genome variable is required to be checked after using toString() operator:
filter = genome.name.startsWith('NO_FILE') ? "" : "--filter ${genome}"

16.4. Inputs
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16.5 Outputs
The output nodes are defined in this section. Similar to adding inputs, by clicking “Add output. . . ” dropdown and
selecting output parameter will show output name box, add operator and add regular expression buttons.

Output files, created by the process, are grabbed by “output name” box. By entering the pattern of the output files
eg. "genome.index*" would grab the files that are starts with genome.index. Besides you can use nextflow
variables which are defined in inputs or scripts section. As an example, if you enter input name as genome, in the
outputs section you can recall this variable as "${genome}_out.txt". Other examples are listed in the following
table:
Input Qualifier
file
set
set
set

Input name
genome
val(name), file(reads)
val(name), file(reads)
val(name), file(genome)

Output Qualifier
file
set
file
file

Output name
“${genome}_out.txt”
val(name), file(“${name}.unmap*.fq”)
“${name}.bam”
“genome.index*”

Additionally, if you need to transform values emitted by a channel, you can click “operators” button and select operators from dropdown. For detailed information, you can continue to read operators section. In addition to operators,
regular expressions can be activated by clicking “regular expressions” button. You can learn more about this section
by clicking regular expressions section.
• Optional Outputs:
If your process doesn’t generate some outputs in some circumstances, you can check the optional checkbox which
tells Nextflow not to fail the process if the declared output is not created.

16.6 Scripts
Main process scripts are defined in this region. Three type of mode are available in Nextflow: A. Script B. Shell C.
Exec. These statements defines how the command going to be executed by the process.
A. Script:
For simplicity, DolphinNext uses script format by default. So defined commands will be executed as BASH script in
the host. It is same as using three double quotes """ at the start and the end of the command block. If you use three
double quotes, DolphinNext will take that particular area as command block. Therefore, following two blocks will be
executed as same:
script:
"""
tophat2 -o . ${indexPath} ${reads}
"""
OR
tophat2 -o . ${indexPath} ${reads}
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These blocks can contain any command or script that is typically used in terminal shell or BASH script.

Let’s analyze more complicated version of script block. Here nextflow variable name is defined in between script:
keyword and three double quotes """:
script:
name = reads.toString() - '.fastq'

//local scope for nextflow variables

"""
newPath="/mypath"
// inside of """ block is used for define bash variables in local
˓→scope
tophat2 -o . \${newPath} ${name}
"""

Note:
• newPath variable is defined in bash script and used in tophat command as \${newPath}. (Note that bash
variables need to be escaped by backslash)
• name variable is defined in scope of groovy as nextflow variable and used in tophat command as ${name}.
• Conditional Scripts:
Conditional scripts can be used with control statements such as if, switch etc. In order to use these feature, you must
start the code block by using script: keyword. In this way, the interpreter will evaluate all the following statements
as a code block and find the script string to be executed. Please check the following example:
script:
name = reads.toString() - '.fastq'
if (mate == "pair") {
"""
bowtie2 -x genome.index -1 ${reads.join(' -2 ')} -S ${name}_alignment.sam --un˓→conc ${name}_unalignedreads
"""
(continues on next page)

16.6. Scripts
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}
else if (mate == "single") {
"""
bowtie2 -x genome.index -U $reads -S ${name}_alignment.sam --un ${name}_
˓→unalignedreads
"""
}

Tip: As shown in the example above, it is possible to run Bowtie based on mate status of the reads. In order to
activate this property, you must add mate parameter as an input. While you are running the pipeline, you may select
single or pair option according to your needs.
B. Shell:
Alternatively, you can use shell block where Nextflow variables are declared by exclamation mark !. This feature
allows you to use both Nextflow and BASH variables in the same code without using escape character. In order to
use shell mode, you start code by adding shell: and add three single quotes (''') at the start and the end of the
command block:
shell:
'''
echo $PATH and !{new_path}
'''

Here is the use case of a perl script block:
shell:
name =

reads.toString() - '.fastq'

//local scope for nextflow variables

'''
#!/usr/bin/env perl // inside of ''' block you can define perl (or other language)
˓→variables in local scope
$newPath="/mypath";
system("tophat2 -o . ${newPath} !{name}");
'''

Note:
• $newPath variable is defined in perl script and used in tophat command as ${newPath}. (Note that variables
don’t need to be escaped by backslash if shell: keyword is used.)
• name variable is defined in scope of groovy as nextflow variable and used in tophat command as !{name}.
C. Exec:
Nextflow processes allows you to execute native code other than system commands. This way you may easily follow
local Nextflow variables. To start exec mode, you can add exec: block at the beggining of the script:
exec:
println "${genome}"
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16.7 Operators
If you need to transform values emitted by a channel, you can click “operators” button and select operators from
dropdown. Optionally, operator content could be specified to adjust their act. Besides, multiple operators can be
added by starting paranthesis (. Examples are listed in the following table:
Operator
flatMap
mode flatten
groupTuple

Operator Content
().buffer(size:3)

Usage
Groups 3 emitted item into one new channel.
To emit each output file as a sole item
Collects tuples (or lists) of values emitted and groups them based on their key
value.

Tip: To get more information about operators, you can use this link to reach Nextflow documentation.

16.8 Regular Expressions
This is optional regular expresion feature to filter output files. By default DolphinNext uses output name box pattern
to decide which files are going to be transferred to output directory. If this feature is not sufficient or additional
filtration is required, then regular expression feaure might be activated by clicking “Regular Expressions” button at the
outputs section. Example usage:

16.9 Header Script
This section allows you to add additional scripts or comments before process block starts. This way you may recall
same function several times in the script section.

16.7. Operators
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16.10 Process Options
You may separate your main process inputs and optional parameters by using Process Options feature. On the run
page, these parameters will be asked separately in the Process Options section as in the image shown at below:

In order to create these forms, you need to use following syntax in the script or process header section:
variableName = defaultValue //* @formType @description:"..." @tooltip:"..." @options:
˓→"..."

Note: You can define defaultValue with single/double quotes (for strings) or without any quotes (for numbers). If you
define your variable as an array by using @style tag, you may enter more than one default value by using following
array format: variableName = ["defaultValue1","defaultValue2"]
• @formType: Four type of form fields are available in DolphinNext (@input, @textbox, @checkbox,
@dropdown):

16.10.1 @input
It creates single-line text field. Example usage and created form field in run page:
readsPerFile = 5000000 //* @input @description:"The number of reads per file"
params_tophat = "-N 4" //* @input @description:"Tophat parameters" @tooltip:
˓→"parameters for Tophat2 version 2.6"
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16.10.2 @textbox
It creates multi-line text field. Example usage and created form field in run page:
Adapter_Sequence = "" //* @textbox @description:"You can enter a single sequence or
˓→multiple sequences in different lines."

16.10.3 @checkbox
It creates checkbox for the user and their available options are defined as true or false by default. Example usage
and created form field in run page:
run_rRNA_Mapping = "false" //* @checkbox @description:"Check the box to activate rRNA
˓→mapping."
rRNA_filtering = "true" //* @checkbox @description:"Check the box to filter rRNA
˓→reads."

16.10.4 @dropdown
It create dropdown menu and their options can be specified by entering @options feature. Example usage and
created form field in run page:
genomeType = "" //* @dropdown @description:"Genome type for pipeline" @options:"hg19",
˓→"mm10", "custom"

16.10. Process Options
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16.10.5 @description
You can describe inputs by using @description tag. Please check the examples at above.

16.10.6 @tooltip
You can also create tooltip to add detailed explanation by using @tooltip tag. See the example below:
params_tophat = "-N 4" //* @input @tooltip:"parameters for Tophat2 version 2.6"
˓→@description:"Tophat parameters"

16.10.7 @title
You can also create header on top of the variable by using @title tag. This way you can easily organize the
complicated form structures. See the example below:
params_tophat = "-N 4" //* @input @title:"Alignment Section" @description:"Tophat
˓→parameters"

16.10.8 @optional
You can specify optional inputs with @optional tag. This way users can leave optional inputs empty. See the
example below:
params.tsv_input = "" //* @input @optional @description:"TSV input for process"
params.csv_input = "" //* @input @optional @description:"CSV input for process"

16.10.9 @file
You can specify what kind of window will show up for selected input. By default, a value modal is used. If the @file
tag is added, then the file modal will show up and allow users to upload files and use them as a parameter. See the
example below:
params.tsv_input = "" //* @input @file @description:"TSV file path for process"
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16.10.10 @options
When you define @dropdown as a formType, you should define available options by using @options tag. Please
check the simpliest version of dropdown:
genomeType = "" //* @dropdown @options:"hg19","mm10","custom"

• Conditional Options - Version 1 (Advanced Usage): Same process can be seen different in different pipelines.
In order to control the dropdown options that are visible, you can define variables in the pipeline header which
starts with underscore. For instance:
_nucleicAcidType = "rna" //In RNA-seq pipeline header
_nucleicAcidType = "dna" //In ChIP-seq pipeline header

and you can control which options will be visible by using following format:
param = "" //* @dropdown @options:{_nucleicAcidType="rna","rRNA","miRNA","snRNA"},{_
˓→nucleicAcidType="dna", "ercc","rmsk"}

Now, param dropdown will have 3 options (“rRNA”,”miRNA”,”snRNA”) in RNA-seq pipeline and 2 options
(“ercc”,”rmsk”) in ChIP-seq pipeline. Similarly you can define default options by not assigning any value as seen
at the example below:
param = "" //* @dropdown @options:{"rRNA","miRNA","snRNA"},{_nucleicAcidType="dna",
˓→"ercc","rmsk"}

Here, by default 3 options(“rRNA”,”miRNA”,”snRNA”) will be visible unless in the pipeline header
_nucleicAcidType="dna" is defined.
• Conditional Options - Version 2 (Advanced Usage): You can control the dropdown options that are visible,
based on the selected parameter in other dropdown. Please check the example below, where dropdown called
sequence controls the visible options of the dropdown aligner:
aligner = "" //* @dropdown @options:{sequence=("rRNA","miRNA","snRNA"),"bowtie",
˓→"bowtie2"},{sequence="genome", "star"}

When sequence is selected as one of the following options:”rRNA”,”miRNA”,”snRNA”, aligner will have
“bowtie and bowtie2” options. Similarly, “star” will be seen, if sequence selected as “genome”.

16.11 Styles for Process Options
You might use additional tags to give specific shapes to form fields: A. @multicolumn B. @array C. condition.

16.11.1 A. @multicolumn
Example:
var1 = "" //* @input @description:"description of var1"
var2 = "" //* @input @description:"description of var2"
var3 = "" //* @input @description:"description of var3"
var4 = "" //* @input @description:"description of var4"
var5 = "" //* @input @description:"description of var5"
var6 = "" //* @input @description:"description of var6"
//* @style @multicolumn:{var1, var2, var3}, {var5, var6}

16.11. Styles for Process Options
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In this example, var1, var2 and var3 will be located in the same row, by default var4 will fill single row and, var5 and
var6 will share same row as shown at below.

16.11.2 B. @array
Example:
var1 = "" //* @input @description:"description
var2 = "" //* @input @description:"description
var3 = "" //* @input @description:"description
var4 = "" //* @input @description:"description
//* @style @array:{var1, var2}, {var4}

of
of
of
of

var1" @title:"Step 1"
var2"
var3"
var4" @title:"Step 2"

In this example, var1, var2 are grouped together and linked to add/remove buttons. When add button is clicked new
var1, var2 fields will be created just below var1 and var2. Similarly remove button will remove generated copies of
form fields. Similar features exist for just var4 variable. Please see the image at below.
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Tip: You can combine multiple style options on same variables. For example //* @style @array:{var1,
var2}, {var4} @multicolumn:{var1, var2} will combine both multicolumn and array features for
var1 and var2 as shown below.

16.11. Styles for Process Options
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You can define multiple default values by using following syntax:
var1 = ["defVal1", "defVal2"] //* @input @description:"description of var1"

Here, run page will open with two rows and these default values will be defVal1 and defVal2.

16.11.3 C. @condition
Example:
var1 = "" //* @dropdown @description:"description of var1" @options:"yes", "no"
˓→@title:"Step 1"
var2 = "" //* @input @description:"description of var2"
var3 = "" //* @input @description:"description of var3"
var4 = "" //* @input @description:"description of var4"
var5 = "" //* @input @description:"description of var5" @title:"Step 2"
//* @style @condition:{var1="yes", var2}, {var1="no", var3, var4}

In this example, var1 value is binded to other form fields. When var1 is selected as “yes”, field of var2 will be shown.
Whereas when var1 is changed to “no”, then var2 field will disappear and var3 and var4 fields will appear. Since
var5 is not defined in @condition tag, it will be always seen while changes happening in other fields. Please see the
example at below:
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Tip: Similar to previous tip, you can combine all style options on same variable. For example //* @style @condition:{var1=”yes”, var2}, {var1=”no”, var3, var4} @array:{var1, var2, var3, var4} @multicolumn:{var1, var2, var3,
var4} will combine features as shown below:

16.11. Styles for Process Options
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16.12 Autofill Feature for Process
16.12.1 Hostname Independent Autofill:
If you want to define executor properties that are going to be automatically filled by default, you can use following
syntax:
//* autofill
<executor properties>
//* autofill

16.12.2 Hostname Dependent Autofill:
Additionally, you might overwrite default executor properties by using hostname dependent executor properties.
Please check the following syntax:
//* autofill
<executor properties>
if ($HOSTNAME == "ghpcc06.umassrc.org"){
<hostname dependent executor properties>
}
//* autofill

Here, $HOSTNAME is DolphinNext specific variable that recalls the hostname which is selected in the run as Run
Environment. Therefore, in this example, all <executor properties> will be automatically filled in case of
pipeline is going to run on ghpcc06.umassrc.org.

16.12.3 Executor Properties:
Five type of executor properties are available to autofill Executor Settings for Each Process: $TIME, $CPU,
$MEMORY, $QUEUE, $EXEC_OPTIONS which defines Time, CPU, Memory, Queue/Partition and Other Options.
See the example below:
//* autofill
$TIME = 1000
if ($HOSTNAME == "ghpcc06.umassrc.org"){
$TIME = 3000
$CPU = 4
$MEMORY = 100
$QUEUE = "long"
$EXEC_OPTIONS = '-E "file /home/garberlab"'
}
//* autofill

In the example, since run environment is selected as ghpcc06.umassrc.org, autofill feature overwrited the default
$TIME value (1000) and filled with 3000.
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16.12.4 Platform Tag:
Optionally, you can isolate platform dependent paramaters by using platform tag. This way, exported process won’t
have the platform dependent parameters and similarly when process is imported, exisiting platform dependent parameters won’t be overwritten. Please check the the example usage at below:
//* autofill
$MEMORY = 32
$CPU = 1
//* platform
if ($HOSTNAME == "ghpcc06.umassrc.org"){
$TIME = 3000
$CPU = 4
$MEMORY = 100
$QUEUE = "long"
$EXEC_OPTIONS = '-E "file /home/garberlab"'
}
//* platform
//* autofill

16.13 Permissions, Groups and Publish
By default, all new processes are only seen by the user that created them. You can share your process with your group
by selecting permissions to “Only my groups”. If you want to make it public, you can change Publish option to ‘Yes’.
After verification of the process, process will be publish to everyone.

16.14 Copying and Revisions
It is always allowed to create a copy of your process by clicking “Settings” button at the right top of the process window
and selecting “Copy Process”. When your process is become public or it has been used by other group members, it
is not allow to make changes on same revision. Instead, new revision of the process is created and changes could be
done on this revision.

16.13. Permissions, Groups and Publish
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CHAPTER

17

Pipeline Guide

This guide will show how to create, edit, delete and share pipelines.

17.1 Basics
Once logged in, click on the pipeline button in the top left of the screen. You’ll notice Enter Pipeline Name box, just
below the Pipelines button.

After entering pipeline name, you will see Saving.. and All changes saved notifications just to the right of the pipeline
name box and buttons. In DolphinNext, autosaving mode is active while creating pipelines for ease of use. You may
also use “Save Pipeline” button to save your pipelines.
Another way to create new pipeline is clicking orange “New pipeline” button which is located at left sidebar menu.

Note: You can create a copy of your pipeline by clicking “Copy Pipeline” button and delete your pipeline by clicking
“Delete Pipeline” button. While creating your pipeline, you can always check the created nextflow script by clicking
“Download Pipeline” button.

17.2 Processes
Processes can be reached by “Processes” section at the left sidebar menu. Under each menu group, assigned processes
are located. You can drag and drop the process name on the workplace area. Process circle will appear as shown in
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the figure below:

You will notice several icons on the process circle:
• Settings icon, located at the top, opens “Select Process Revision” window where you may examine the
current state of process or you may jump to the other revisions and replace the selected revisions on the
workplace.
• Pencil icon which is at the center of the circle, allow you to edit process name which will be placed in the
nextflow file as a process name. Therefore process names should be unique in overall pipeline.
• At the bottom of the process circle, bin icon is located to delete current process from the pipeline.

17.3 Input Parameters
Input files or values which will be used in the process, need to be added by Input parameters circle. Input parameters are located on the top of the Processes section at the left sidebar menu. Similar to adding processes, drag and
drop feature is available for Input parameters. When dragging is completed, orange and smaller circle will appear in
the workplace as shown in the figure below:

By using the Pencil icon which is located at the left side of the circle, you can edit name, define dropdown option,
default value or enable show settings feature for run page.
• Name: will be used while creating variables in the nextflow file, therefore these names should be unique in
overall pipeline.
• Default value: will assing a default value for the input which will be autofilled in the run page. eg. yes
• Dropdown options: Run page input will be shown as dropdown whose options entered in comma separated
format. eg. yes, no
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• Show Settings : Show Settings: Clicking checkbox will show settings of the connected process as a wrench
button in the run page. You may specify alternative processes by entering their process name. eg. map_STAR,
map_RSEM

Please check the example input row in run page which is designed as above.

17.4 Output Parameters
Newly created files that are defined in the Outputs section are selected by Output parameters circle. Output parameters are located just below of the Input parameters at the left sidebar menu and placed into workspace by dragging.
The name of the circle determines the name of the published directory which can be edited by clicking pencil icon. In
the example below, both aligned and unaligned reads are selected by two separate green circles. Both of outputs will
be transferred to separate directories called aligned and unaligned.

17.4. Output Parameters
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Tip:
• If you don’t want to keep some of your output files, you may leave output nodes unconnected. Then only files
that are selected will be transferred in the published directory.
• In order to transfer two or more outputs into same directory, you can use the same name for Output parameters.

17.5 Edges
There are three main reasons for creating edges.
1. To establish a connection between inputs and outputs of the multiple processes
2. To define input files or values which will be used in the processes
3. To select outputs that will be published in the output directory.
This procedure is facilitated by showing available nodes which are ready for connection. The figure below shows
an example about this feature: Since mouse is over the output node: genome_index of the Build_index and
DolphinNext shows the available node on the Map_tophat2 process by marking.
Important: This filtering is executed by checking file types of the set and file parameters and name of the val
parameters. In this example, file type of the selected output node and the marked input node both index.
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This feature is also available while connecting input parameters to multiple processes.

17.6 Pipeline Header Script
This section allows you to add additional inputs, scripts or comments before pipeline starts. This way you may recall
same function several times in the other processes.

17.7 Adding Pipeline Inputs by Pipeline Header Script
You can use pipeline header script to add pipeline inputs which is very much similar to adding dropdown for process
options. In order to create inputs, you need to use following syntax in the pipeline header script:
params.variableName = defaultValue //* @dropdown @options:"..."

Note: Please note that you need to use params. at the beginning of variableName. You can define defaultValue
with single/double quotes (for strings) or without any quotes (for numbers).

17.6. Pipeline Header Script
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On the run page, these input parameters will be asked separately in the Inputs section as in the image shown at below:
params.genome_build = "" //* @dropdown @options:"human_hg19, mouse_mm10, custom"
params.run_Tophat = "no" //* @dropdown @options:"yes","no"

17.8 Autofill Feature for Pipeline Inputs
A.Based on Hostname:
DolphinNext allows you to enter hostname specific input parameters by using following syntax:
//* autofill
if ($HOSTNAME == "ghpcc06.umassrc.org"){
<input parameters>
}
//* autofill

Here, $HOSTNAME is DolphinNext specific variable that recalls the hostname which is going to be run. Therefore,
in this example, <input parameters> will be filled in case of pipeline is going to run on ghpcc06.umassrc.org.
Please check following example in which TrimPath parameter is filled automatically:
//* autofill
if ($HOSTNAME == "garberwiki.umassmed.edu"){
params.TrimPath ="/project/Trimmomatic/trimmomatic-0.32.jar"
}
//* autofill
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B.Based on Selected Input:
It is possible autofill based on the selected parameters on the running page. In the following example, path of the
program will be changed according to selected pipeline parameter:method:
params.method = "" //* @dropdown @options:"trimmomatic, fastqx"
//* autofill
if (params.method == "trimmomatic"){
params.TrimPath ="/project/Trimmomatic/trimmomatic-0.32.jar"
}
else if (params.method == "fastqx"){
params.TrimPath ="/project/fastqx/fastqx"
}
//* autofill

17.8. Autofill Feature for Pipeline Inputs
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C.Dynamic Autofill:
In order to autofill parameters that have kind of pattern, you can use dynamic autofill feature. To do so, you need
to define variable parts of the pattern by using underscore such as _species or _build. Afterwards, you can
define these variable based on if conditions. Finally, you can activate the autofill feature by checking the existance by
following syntax:
if (params.variableName && $HOSTNAME){
<input parameters>
}
or
if ($HOSTNAME){
<input parameters>
}

Please check the example below where params.genome and params.genomeIndexPath filled according to
selected parameters of params.genome_build and $HOSTNAME:
params.genome_build = "" //* @dropdown @options:"human_hg19, mouse_mm10"
def _species;
def _build;
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

def _share;
//* autofill
if (params.genome_build == "human_hg19"){
_species = "human"
_build = "hg19"
} else if (params.genome_build == "mouse_mm10"){
_species = "mouse"
_build = "mm10"
}
if ($HOSTNAME == "garberwiki.umassmed.edu"){
_share = "/share/dolphin_data/genome_data"
} else if ($HOSTNAME == "ghpcc06.umassrc.org"){
_share = "/project/data/genome_data"
}
if (params.genome_build && $HOSTNAME){
params.genome ="${_share}/${_species}/${_build}/${_build}.fa"
params.genomeIndexPath ="${_share}/${_species}/${_build}/${_build}"
}
if ($HOSTNAME){
params.TrimPath ="${_share}/Trimmomatic/trimmomatic-0.32.jar"
}
//* autofill

17.8. Autofill Feature for Pipeline Inputs
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17.9 Autofill Feature for Pipeline Properties
Hostname Independent Autofill :
If you want to define executor properties that are going to be automatically filled by default, you can use following
syntax:
//* autofill
<executor properties>
//* autofill

Hostname Dependent Autofill :
Additionally, you might overwrite default executor properties by using hostname dependent executor properties.
Please check the following syntax:
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//* autofill
<executor properties>
if ($HOSTNAME == "ghpcc06.umassrc.org"){
<hostname dependent executor properties>
}
//* autofill

Here, $HOSTNAME is DolphinNext specific variable that recalls the hostname which is selected in the run as Run
Environment. Therefore, in this example, all <executor properties> will be automatically filled in case of
pipeline is going to run on ghpcc06.umassrc.org.
Executor Properties:
Five type of executor properties are available to autofill Executor Settings for All Processes: $TIME, $CPU,
$MEMORY, $QUEUE, $EXEC_OPTIONS which defines Time, CPU, Memory, Queue/Partition and Other Options.
You can set pipeline defaults by using $HOSTNAME == "default" condition. See the example below:
//* autofill
if ($HOSTNAME == "default"){
$MEMORY = 32
$CPU = 1
}
if ($HOSTNAME == "ghpcc06.umassrc.org"){
$TIME = 3000
$CPU = 4
$MEMORY = 100
$QUEUE = "long"
$EXEC_OPTIONS = '-E "file /home/garberlab"'
}
//* autofill

Singilarity/Docker Images:
Four type of image properties are available to autofill :
$DOCKER_IMAGE, $DOCKER_OPTIONS,
$SINGULARITY_IMAGE, $SINGULARITY_OPTIONS which automatically fills the image path and
RunOptions fields of docker and singularity. See the example below for docker:
//* autofill
if ($HOSTNAME == "ghpcc06.umassrc.org"){
$DOCKER_IMAGE = "docker://UMMS-Biocore/docker"
$DOCKER_OPTIONS = "-v /export:/export"
}
//* autofill

17.9. Autofill Feature for Pipeline Properties
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Singularity image example:
//* autofill
if ($HOSTNAME == "ghpcc06.umassrc.org"){
$SINGULARITY_IMAGE = "shub://UMMS-Biocore/singularity"
$SINGULARITY_OPTIONS = "--bind /project"
}
//* autofill

When you want to define both singularity and docker images, you can set $DEFAULT_IMAGE tag as well. Options of
$DEFAULT_IMAGE could be "docker" or "singularity". Please check the example at below where by default
docker image is set for the profiles, however if user connects to “ghpcc06.umassrc.org”, it will be set as singularity
image:
//* autofill
if ($HOSTNAME == "default"){
$DEFAULT_IMAGE = "docker"
$DOCKER_IMAGE = "dolphinnext/rnaseq:1.0"
$SINGULARITY_IMAGE = "https://galaxyweb.umassmed.edu/pub/dnext_data/singularity/
˓→UMMS-Biocore-rna-seq-1.0.img"
}
if ($HOSTNAME == "ghpcc06.umassrc.org"){
$DEFAULT_IMAGE = "singularity"
$DOCKER_IMAGE = "dolphinnext/rnaseq:1.0"
$SINGULARITY_IMAGE = "https://galaxyweb.umassmed.edu/pub/dnext_data/singularity/
˓→UMMS-Biocore-rna-seq-1.0.img"
}
//* autofill

Note: Please note that Google cloud will overwrite $DEFAULT_IMAGE tag, since only docker image is available for
google cloud.
Platform Tag :
Optionally, you can isolate platform dependent paramaters by using platform tag. This way, exported pipeline won’t
have the platform dependent parameters and similarly when pipeline is imported, exisiting platform dependent param-
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eters won’t be overwritten. Please check the the example usage at below:
//* autofill
if ($HOSTNAME == "default"){
$MEMORY = 32
$CPU = 1
}
//* platform
if ($HOSTNAME == "ghpcc06.umassrc.org"){
$TIME = 3000
$CPU = 4
$MEMORY = 100
$QUEUE = "long"
$EXEC_OPTIONS = '-E "file /home/garberlab"'
}
//* platform
//* autofill

In the example, since run environment is selected as ghpcc06.umassrc.org, autofill feature overwrited the default
$TIME value (1000) and filled with 3000.

17.10 Pipeline Details
This section summarizes all used processes and input/output parameters to give you an overall view about pipeline.

17.11 Permissions, Groups and Publish
By default, all new pipelines are only seen by the owner. You can share your pipeline with your group by selecting
permissions to “Only my groups”. If you want to make it public, you can change Publish option to ‘Yes’. After
verification of the pipeline, it will be publish to everyone.

17.12 Copying and Revisions
To make changes, new trials, improvements on your or other people’s pipelines, it is always allowed to create a copy
of the pipeline by clicking “Copy Pipeline” button just to the right of the name box and buttons. When your pipeline

17.10. Pipeline Details
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is set to public or it has been used by other group members, it is not allow to make changes on the same revision.
Instead, new revision of the pipeline can be created and changes could be done on this new revision.
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CHAPTER

18

API v1

DolphinNext API responses are in JSON format includes errors and HTTP response status codes to designate success
and failure.
Table of contents
• Runs
– Get All Runs
– Get a Run
– Create a Run

18.1 Runs
18.1.1 Get All Runs
GET {{URL}}/api/service.php?data=getRuns
Retrieve a list of all existing runs for the current logged in user.
Example request:
$ curl -X GET 'https://dolphinnext.umassmed.edu/api/service.php?data=getRuns' \
-H 'Authorization: Bearer <your-access-token>'

Example response:
{
"status": "success",
"data": {
"data": [
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

{
"name": "Build index (amazon)",
"_id": "234"
},
{
"name": "UMIextract",
"_id": "249"
},
{
"name": "test",
"_id": "250"
}
]
}
}

18.1.2 Get a Run
GET /api/service.php?data=getRun&id=(string:
Retrieve details of a single run.

run_id)

Example request:
$ curl -X GET \
'https://dolphinnext.umassmed.edu/api/service.php?data=getRun&id=4311' \
-H 'Authorization: Bearer <your-access-token>'

Example response:
{
"status": "success",
"data": {
"data": {
"inputs": [
{
"name": "gtfFilePath",
"type": "val",
"val": "/share/data/umw_biocore/genome_data/human/hg38_
˓→gencode_v34/ucsc.gtf"
},
{
"name": "mate",
"type": "val",
"val": "triple"
},
{
"name": "genome_build",
"type": "val",
"val": "human_hg38_gencode_v34"
}
],
"dmetaOutput": [
{
"filename": "filename",
"feature": "row",
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

"target": "analysis",
"id": "g-109",
"name": "UMI_count_final_after_star"
},
{
"filename": "row",
"feature": "column",
"target": "sample_summary",
"id": "g-124",
"name": "summary"
}
]
}
}
}

18.1.3 Create a Run
POST /api/service.php?run=startRun
Create a new run.
Example request:
$ curl -X POST \
'https://dolphinnext.umassmed.edu/api/service.php?run=startRun' \
-H 'Authorization: Bearer <your-access-token>' \
-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \
-d '
{
"doc": {
"name": "CB017_H2_V1_Bst_sc_iD_S1",
"tmplt_id": 3535,
"in": {
"reads": {
"name": "indroptest",
"file_env": "ghpcc06.umassrc.org",
"files_used": [
[
"VB74_NL2_S1_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz",
"VB74_NL2_S1_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz",
"VB74_NL2_S1_L001_R3_001.fastq.gz"
],
[
"VB74_NL2_S1_L002_R1_001.fastq.gz",
"VB74_NL2_S1_L002_R2_001.fastq.gz",
"VB74_NL2_S1_L002_R3_001.fastq.gz"
]
],
"file_dir": [
[
"/project/indroptest"
]
],
"archive_dir": "",
"s3_archive_dir": [],
(continues on next page)

18.1. Runs
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(continued from previous page)

"gs_archive_dir": [],
"collection_type": "triple",
"file_type": "fastq",
"collection_name": "Vitiligo experiment",
},
"mate": "triple"
},
"out": {
"sample_summary": {}
},
"run_env": "ghpcc06.umassrc.org",
"work_dir": "/run_work_dir"
},
"info": {
"dmetaServer": "https://dmeta-skin.dolphinnext.com"
"project": "vitiligo"
}
}'

Example response:
{
"status": "success",
"data": {
"data": {
"status": "submitted",
"id": 354,
"creationDate": "2021-04-13T05:32:16.505Z",
"message": "Run successfully submitted."
}
}
}
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CHAPTER

19

Introduction

DolphinNext’s main server is located at https://dolphinnext.umassmed.edu. DolphinNext can also be run as a standalone application using a docker container.
First docker image need to be build unless you want to use prebuild from dockerhub. So, any change in the Dockerfile
requires to build the image. But if you want to use prebuild version just skip building it and start the container.

19.1 Build docker image
1. To build docker image first clone one of the latest dolphinnext-docker:
git clone https://github.com/UMMS-Biocore/dolphinnext-studio.git

2. Build the image:
cd dolphinnext-studio
docker build -t dolphinnext-studio .

19.2 Start the container
1. We move database outside of the container to be able to keep the changes in the database everytime you start
the container. Please choose a directory in your machine to mount and replace /path/to/mount with your
path:
mkdir -p /path/to/mount

Note: Please don’t change the target directory(/export) in the docker image.
2. Running the container:
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docker run -m 10G -p 8080:80 -v /path/to/mount:/export -ti dolphinnext-docker /
˓→bin/bash

• if you want to run a pre-build:
docker run -m 10G -p 8080:80 -v /path/to/mount:/export -ti ummsbiocore/
˓→dolphinnext-studio /bin/bash

3. After you start the container, you need to start the mysql and apache server usign the command below:
startup

4. Verify that dolphinnext and mysql folders located inside of the /export folder:
ls /export

5. Now, you can open your browser to access dolphinnext using the url below:
http://localhost:8080/dolphinnext

19.3 Configuration of the .sec file
This is the main DolphinNext configuration file and located in the dolphinnext/config/.sec file.
Tip: If you’re planing to use DolphinNext on the Amazon or Google Cloud, please check Running on the Amazon
or Google Cloud section.
.sec file contains the following configuration directives, lets start with Dolphinnext section:
[Dolphinnext]
DB=dolphinnext
DBUSER=docker
DBPASS=docker
DBHOST=localhost
DBPORT=3306
SSHPATH=/export/.dolphinnext/.ssh
AMZPATH=/export/.dolphinnext/.amz
GOOGPATH=/export/.dolphinnext/.goog
AMAZON=z7***********
SALT=23******
PEPPER=3d******
MASTER=u7******
VERIFY=2s******

• DB: Database name.
• DBUSER: Name for a database user.
• DBPASS: Password for a database user.
• DBHOST: MySQL Server Hostname.
• DBPORT: MySQL Server Port.
• SSHPATH: Secure path to save ssh files.
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• AMZPATH: Secure path to save amazon files.
• GOOGPATH: Secure path to save google files.
• AMAZON: It is random data (salt) that is used for encrypting Amazon keys.
• SALT,PEPPER,MASTER,VERIFY: It is random data that is used for user authentication.
Next section called CONFIG.:
[CONFIG]
ENV_PATH=""
TIMEZONE=America/New_York
RUNPATH=../tmp/pub
TEMPPATH=../tmp
API_URL = http://localhost/dolphinnext
BASE_PATH = http://localhost:8080/dolphinnext
PUBWEB_URL = http://localhost:8080/dolphinnext/tmp/pub
OCPU_URL = http://localhost
DEBROWSER_URL = http://localhost
OCPU_PUBWEB_URL = http://localhost/dolphinnext/tmp/pub
NEXTFLOW_VERSION = 19.10.0
LDAP_SERVER=test
DN_STRING=test
BIND_USER= SVCLinuxLDAPAuth
BIND_PASS=test
EMAIL_SENDER=test@test.edu
EMAIL_ADMIN=test@test.edu

• ENV_PATH is an optional profile path to be sourced before executing any commands. (eg. /home/.bashrc)
• TIMEZONE: Sets the default timezone used by all date/time functions.
• RUNPATH: Relative path to keep run logs.
• TEMPPATH: Relative path to keep temporary created files.
• API_URL DolphinNext URL inside of the docker container. It will be used when API calls are received.
• BASE_PATH DolphinNext URL outside of the docker container.
• PUBWEB_URL: URL to reach public web directory (eg. http://localhost:8080/dolphinnext/tmp/pub for localhost)
• OCPU_URL: URL to reach local OCPU server (eg. http://localhost for localhost in which http://localhost/ocpu
exist in the server)
• DEBROWSER_URL: URL to reach DEBrowser server (eg. http://localhost for localhost in which http://
localhost/debrowser exist in the server)
• OCPU_PUBWEB_URL: URL to reach local pubweb directory (eg. http://localhost/dolphinnext/tmp/pub for
localhost)
• NEXTFLOW_VERSION: NEXTFLOW version to be used.
• LDAP_SERVER,DN_STRING,BIND_USER,BIND_PASS: Configuration parameters for LDAP Server.
• EMAIL_SENDER: The e-mail of the sender when DolphinNext sends e-mail.
• EMAIL_ADMIN: The e-mail(s) of the admin who will receive notification from DolphinNext server.
Note: RUNPATH, OCPU_PUBWEB_URL and PUBWEB_URL should end with same directory structure (tmp/pub)

19.3. Configuration of the .sec file
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Last section called UICONFIG.:
[UICONFIG]
COMPANY_NAME=Test Server
ALLOW_SIGNUP=true
ALLOW_SIGNUPGOOGLE=true
SHOW_WIZARD=true
; User Preferences for profile page
SHOW_AMAZON_KEYS=true
SHOW_GOOGLE_KEYS=true
SHOW_SSH_KEYS=true
SHOW_GROUPS=true
SHOW_GITHUB=true
; User Preferences for run page
SHOW_RUN_LOG=true
SHOW_RUN_TIMELINE=true
SHOW_RUN_REPORT=true
SHOW_RUN_DAG=true
SHOW_RUN_TRACE=true
SHOW_RUN_NEXTFLOWLOG=true
SHOW_RUN_NEXTFLOWNF=true
SHOW_RUN_NEXTFLOWCONFIG=true

• COMPANY_NAME: Name of the company that will be used in the webpage.
• ALLOW_SIGNUP: Toogle the sign-up button in the home page.
• ALLOW_SIGNUPGOOGLE: Toogle the google sign-in button in the home page.
• SHOW_WIZARD: Toogle wizard in the home page.
• SHOW_AMAZON_KEYS: Toogle Amazon Keys tab in the profile section.
• SHOW_GOOGLE_KEYS: Toogle Google Keys tab in the profile section.
• SHOW_SSH_KEYS: Toogle SSH Keys tab in the profile section.
• SHOW_GROUPS: Toogle Groups tab in the profile section.
• SHOW_GITHUB: Toogle Github tab in the profile section.
• SHOW_RUN_LOG: Toogle Log.txt file in the Log tab of the run page.
• SHOW_RUN_TIMELINE: Toogle timeline file in the Log tab of the run page.
• SHOW_RUN_REPORT: Toogle report file in the Log tab of the run page.
• SHOW_RUN_DAG: Toogle DAG file in the Log tab of the run page.
• SHOW_RUN_TRACE: Toogle trace file in the Log tab of the run page.
• SHOW_RUN_NEXTFLOWLOG: Toogle .nextflow.log file in the Log tab of the run page.
• SHOW_RUN_NEXTFLOWNF: Toogle nextflow.nf file in the Log tab of the run page.
• SHOW_RUN_NEXTFLOWCONFIG: Toogle nextflow.config file in the Log tab of the run page.
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CHAPTER

20

Amazon RDS MySQL Database

In this article, we are going to show how to connect to the Amazon RDS MySQL instance with dolphinNext for
MySQL.
1. Open Amazon RDS console: First of all, sign in to the AWS Management Console and find RDS in the Database
section of All Services and click to open the Amazon RDS Console.
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2. Create an Amazon MySQL instance: Go to Databases on the side menu and click Create database. In this
step, you will need to pick a database creation method, configure engine options, and select a database version.
Afterwards, choose the MySQL engine and select the version.
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3. Select a template: Next, you will need to select a sample template for your MySQL instance on Amazon RDS.
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4. Provide settings for your MySQL database on AWS: Pleade provide a unique name for your instance and master
username and password which will be used in DolphinNext configuration.
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5. Continue configuring your MySQL instance: Next, define instance size and storage options.
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6. Define connectivity options: Please provide the necessary connectivity configurations for your MySQL instance.
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7. Define advanced settings: Here you can enable database backup, enhanced monitoring, and maintenance.
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8. Launch MySQL instance on AWS: After you have defined all the settings, you can finally click Launch DB
Instance.
As soon as the instance process is finished (it might take some time), you will be able to check the status, together
with some other configuration information in the corresponding window as shown on the screenshot.
To view the details of your MySQL instance, click the database instance name. Check the details and click Create
database to finalize the process.
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9. Connecting DolphinNext to an Amazon RDS MySQL database: Lets open main DolphinNext configuration file
(located here: dolphinnext/config/.sec) and enter following information to establish our connection:
[Dolphinnext]
DB=mysql
DBUSER=Jordan
DBPASS=rdspassword
DBHOST=***.http://us-east-2.rds.amazonaws.com
DBPORT=3306

• DB: Database name.
• DBUSER: Name for a database user.
• DBPASS: Password for a database user.
• DBHOST: RDS MySQL Server Hostname.
• DBPORT: RDS MySQL Server Port.
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CHAPTER

21

Frequently Asked Questions

Table of Contents
• Frequently Asked Questions
– Installation Guide
* Running on the Amazon or Google Cloud

21.1 Installation Guide
21.1.1 Running on the Amazon or Google Cloud
We define localhost:8080 in dolphinnext/config/.sec file and use that to log in or other operations.
You need to change localhost to that IP address or amazon/google domain you use. So static IP address and domainname would solve the issue that you will not need to change it every time you create an instance. Please update
BASE_PATH and PUBWEB_URL as follows:
BASE_PATH = http://localhost:8080/dolphinnext
PUBWEB_URL = http://localhost:8080/dolphinnext/tmp/pub
to
BASE_PATH = http://your_temporary_domain_name:8080/dolphinnext
PUBWEB_URL = http://your_temporary_domain_name:8080/dolphinnext/tmp/pub

Note: Please don’t change other lines because others are used inside of docker.
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HTTP Routing Table

/api
GET /api/service.php?data=getRun&id=(string:run_id),
102
POST /api/service.php?run=startRun, 103

/{{URL}}
GET {{URL}}/api/service.php?data=getRuns,
101
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